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Commencement 1973
The 108th class was graduated at commencement
exercises in the Holland Civic Center on
Monday, May 14. Bachelor of arts and music
degrees were awarded to 420 graduating
seniors.
An innovative exercise was planned by a
committee of seniors who chose to have a series
of “in house” speakers to address the class
on the topic “Reflections on the Occasion of A
Commencement.”
“In house” persons chosen to address them
were President Gordon J. Van Wylen, Chaplain
William Hillegonds and Molly Gates, recipient
of the Southland Award. This award is a medal
presented to the senior woman who, in the
judgment of a faculty committee, has maintained
the highest standard of scholarship in several
fields, character and usefulness during the
four college years.
The College conferred two honorary degrees.
Dr. James W. Miller, retiring president of
Western Michigan University, received the doctor
of humane letters degree; Dr. Robert H.
Schuller ’47, pastor of the Garden Grove, Cal-
ifornia, Community Church, was awarded a
doctor of divinity degree.
The Hon. Judge A. Dale Stoppels, Grand Rapids,
vice chairman of the Board of Trustees
presented Dr. Miller; Dr. Fredrick F. Yonkman,
a trustee, presented Dr. Schuller.
The traditional Baccalaureate service for
graduates and their parents was held on Sunday,
May 13, in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. The
Rev. Herman J. Ridder, pastor of the Central
Reformed Church in Grand Rapids and former
president of Western Seminary delivered the
sermon. His subject: “Overheard From a Job
Applicant: T Believe in Positive Thinking!’ ”
President Van Wylen with honorary degree recipients James W. Miller, retiring president of Western Michigan
University, and Robert H. Schuller '1+7, pastor of the Garden Gn'ove Community Church. 5
Alumni Day 1973
Harold M. Hakken ’41 was elected President
of the Alumni Association at the Alumni Board
meeting on Alumni Day, Saturday, May 12;
Jack Hascup ’53 was elected Vice President.
Mr. Hakken is secretary for development,
RCA Western Region Office of Promotions and
Communications, Anaheim, California. He
has been an Alumni Director-at-Large-West
since 1969 and has served as vice president since
June 1971.
The Reverend Mr. Hascup is minister of the
Brookville Reformed Church on Long Island,
New York. He has been an Alumni Director for
the New York City area since 1970.
The first early May Alumni Day was a success.
The weather tried very hard to cooperate.
Rain was predicted, but the sun came out about
eleven in the morning to shine on the 350
alumni of the nine classes that held reunions
at Marigold Estate. The weather and setting
were considered perfect for that grand picnic.
The Class of 1933 celebrated its 40th anniversary
reunion at the home of Bruce and Myra
Van Leu wen on Lake Macatawa.
Forty-five of the original 65 (69%) of the
Golden Anniversary Class of 1923 received
certificates and 50-year pins at the 50 Year Circle
party in Phelps Hall in the late afternoon.
In the Circle’s election, Edward Wolters ’20 was
named president, Marguerite Meyer Prins ’17,
vice president and Clara Reeverts ’19, secretary,
historian and editor.
Rear Admiral '88 and Mrs. Mayo Hadden, Jr. boarded
the College craft Hope I for a mini cruise on Lake
Macataiva. Commandant of the First Naval District,
Commander Naval Base Boston, Commander Fleet Air
Wings, U. S. Atlantic Fleet, Admiral Hadden is
retiring July 1. After 32 years in the U. S. Navy, the
Haddens plan to continue living in Brunswick, Me.
with a winter home in Florida. The Hope I mini cruises
were a feature of Alumni Day at Marigold.
Alumni Dinner
More than 450 alumni, parents, graduating class,
and faculty attended the 1973 Alumni Dinner
in Phelps Dining Room. President John Schrier
presided for the program which was highly
acclaimed.
Alumnus Guy Vander Jagt, the featured speaker,
had returned from Europe especially to
address his fellow alumni; he had breakfast
in London, dinner at Hope College. Guy thrilled
his audience with a grand speech titled
“Two Decades Past,” (Guy graduated in 1935).
Contrasting events nationally, internationally,
and on the Hope campus were covered with
Guy’s expertise.
President Gordon Van Wylen’s annual message
on the “State of the College” pleased those
gathered. He reviewed his first year as “one
of learning” and gave an optimistic projection of
the year ahead.
The 1973 Distinguished Alumnus Awards were
presented to Richard F. Welch ’50, Don ’49
and Elaine Bielefeld ’46 Walchenbach, and Guy
Vander Jagt ’53. Welch, an outstanding
chemistry teacher at Dearborn High School
who has influenced many of his fine students to
attend Hope, was introduced by the Detroit
Alumni Director Preston Maring.
Don and Elaine were cited for their work as
a “team” in several extra curricular projects,
particularly in three Reformed Churches. Don is
executive director of Butterworth Hospital
in Grand Rapids; Elaine is a homemaker and
a worker for good causes. The citation to
the Walchenbachs was read by Grand Rapids
Alumni Director Gene Campbell.
President Schrier included the Vander Jagt
citation in his introduction of the featured
speaker.
May 12, 1973 was an exceptionally fine Hope
Alumni Day!
Recipients of the 1973 Distinguished Alumnus Awards, Guij Vander Jagt ’53, Richard F. Welch ’50, and Don A9 and
Elaine ’U5 Walchenbach, with Alumni Association President John Schrier. Guy was cited for high achievements m the
ministry, law and politics; Welch, as an outstanding teacher of chemistry at Dearborn, Michigan, High School. Don
and Elaine, the first husband and wife “team” to be DAA’s were cited as representative of Hope men and women who
work as a team in community and church activities. The Walchenbachs have been strong workers in three Reformed8 Churches.
What is to be Beamed to all the World?
Eunice H. Sluyter ’38 the author ivill welcome any correspondence ivith like-minded writers,
producers, or anyone interested in video cassettes and TV scripts. Until 1970 Eunice ivas a teacher
and publisher in India. As an RCA missionary she taught in the Arcot Mission for five years;
as a Methodist Church missionary she taught in Isabella Thobum College, Lucknoiv, N. India for six
years. Following an extended furlough in the USA doing student work and studying for three
years, she returned to India to be director of the All India Literature Program in 8 languages for
ten years. With an M.A. in Ed. Psych, from New York University, Eunice returned to NYU
for graduate ivork in publishing for a year, 1960-61. Back in India she teas publisher, Lucknow
Publishing House for five years until she ivas succeeded by an Indian. She also did voluntary teaching
in the Christian Writing Institute, Western India, at the request of the director, Ethel M. Raddon,
a British missionary ivith whom she is now co-authoHng a Creative Writing Text Work Book
and scripts in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
To return to the States after 25 years in
India is to move from a cart culture to a
fairyland of expressways and rockets, TV
and satellite communications. Indeed, as was
Alice in her Wonderland, I am frightened,
and challenged by the marvels of this decade.
Cable TV, Satellite TV and the Video Cassette are
part of the electronic wonderland which is
hurtling us and all nations towards new patterns
of living. Now, more than ever, we are citizens
of the “Global Village” affecting and affected
by our neighbors.
cable TV
In the Wonderland of the Seventies, Cable TV,
regardless of the chaos surrounding her is intent
on hooking up the nation by means of the
wired cities. How does this miracle work?
At present the majority of Cable TV systems
simply “capture” broadcast TV programs
from the air and relay them to the district and
community served by that particular system.
This is done by special antennas which take the
TV signals from the air, pass them through
an electric control center which is a small studio
technically called the head-end. Here the
signals are amplified and fed into cables. From
this head-end the TV cables which are about
the thickness of a pencil are either strung
Horn poles like telephone wires or laid under
ground directly to the homes and TV sets
of subscribers thus providing a clearer picture
and better reception. I discovered that in
contrast to telephone lines which transmit
frequencies from 300 to 5,000 cycles per second,
these cables are a miracle of electrical
engineering capable of carrying frequencies
from 40 million to 300 million cycles per second.
“Information can now be moved at the rate
of 1.5 million words per minute . . . the Bible
would take about half a minute to transmit,”
says W. M. Ellinghaus of A T & T.
A more revolutionary development of Cable TV
is the cablecast which is an original program
produced for cable and relayed directly to
subscribers by the cable system. Cablecasts have
been made possible by video equipment which
costs much less than the equipment needed
in a commercial TV studio. In fact equipment
necessary for a Cable studio consists of small
color cameras, video play-back machines and 8mm
projection equipment. The video equipment
is so versatile that it is possible to go out into
the local community to video tape a program
which can be viewed and heard immediately by
the simple process of playing it back. No
laboratory photographic process or synchron-
ization is needed so the video taped program is
immediately ready apart from any desired
editing.
The amazing immediacy of video tape was
brought home to me when I read of the
experiment of an enterprising educationalist.
A Communications’ Coordinator in a California
high school felt that students would gain much
through a new approach to the viewing of
films. Black and white students viewed together
a film of her selection. At the end of the film
Do we know the dynamic power of our
international language, the picture?
the Blacks and the Whites went off separately
to discuss it. Both discussions were video
taped fully. After the discussion the groups
came together again and viewed the video taped
discussions. As they heard and saw the
reactions, comments, questions, of each other
there was a breaking down of barriers and a
deepening of understanding among them.
It was video tape, the amazing electronic medium
that made such an experiment possible.
The development of the new video technology
has precipitated the making of larger and
more complex cables. Twenty channel cables are
already in use in some areas and pilot projects
are perfecting cables capable of carrying
from 40-60 channels. In addition to carrying
the existing 12 TV channels Cable TV operators
will be able to offer from 8 to 40 additional
channels. In these additional channels the
following categories will be made available to
the community.
Cable TV education channels afford exciting
opportunities for innumerable experiments in
education. By means of a two way cable
immediate feed back is possible between a
teacher and a student, school and home or school
and school. A good mathematics teacher can,
through Cable TV, teach students in 10 other
schools at the same time he teaches his own class.
Students and adults will be able to study
approved courses in their own home. Some even
predict that there will be no need to build
additional schools.
Through public service channels Cable TV can
provide fire detection devices capable of sending
off a fire alarm to the fire department even
from an empty building. Police and security
facilities can give added protection to citizens.
Already in many areas Cable TV provides
continuous weather reporting. Supermarket and
local firms are expecting to provide set-side
shopping facilities. Electric, gas, water
departments will obtain meter readings and
issue bills directly to your home via a public
service channel. Other service channels will
include health and welfare programs of infinite
variety.
Cable TV’s public access channels will be
available increasingly for use by local organ-
izations such as YM and YWCA groups,
Scouts, Rotary Clubs, churches and other civic
groups. Time can be purchased on these channels
for specific periods varying in length from
minutes to years. In this way community groups
can speak to the community as a whole and
so build bridges between peoples. In the cities
where Cable TV has arrived the new patterns
will be shaped by those who buy time and produce
programs. These programs will be determined
largely by those who get involved first.
Because of its versatility and the fact that
it can be used effectively by experienced
photographers numbers of groups have experi-
mented with video equipment. One such
experiment changed the outlook of an entire city.
In Newburgh, New York the advent of a tiny
Cable TV system drew a group of school
children together, gave the citizens generally the
first indication that something constructive
and imaginative could be achieved through the
new medium. Experiment in Community
Communications (ECCO) was operated by fifty
young people between the ages of 13 and 20
guided by two technical supervisors. Fascinated
by video equipment ECCO produced and over
the local cable system relayed to the homes
of Newburgh citizens a 90 minute program daily.
Using video tape they produced are programs,
taped interviews, staged discussions, relayed
reports and information. Public interest was
aroused by these programs and local authorities
recognized the value of such contacts with
citizens. One summer the local YMCA asked
ECCO to make a documentary film of their camp
to show to the citizens of Newburgh. There
followed a second documentary on the city’s
retarded children. Through these video taped
programs the young and the old began to
see their city in a different light. All this was
accomplished through the enterprise of a
group of young people with one video camera.
Other enterprising groups all over the United
States are beginning to explore the possibilities
of Cable TV. In Chillicothe, Ohio, Cable TV
viewers watch programs produced by convicts
in a correctional institution. Bedridden children
in Overland Park, Kansas, are taught in
their homes via a two way cable. In Grand
Junction, Colorado, the owner of the cable system
invited a Sunday School class to cablecast
their program. The city authorities of Palo Alto,
California, are collaborating with the community
and educational groups to develop their cable
Who are the script writers to
supply the endless stream of needed
programs for mass satellite TV?
system. They envisage that the University
will make its production facilities available at
cost to non profit community groups wishing
to originate programs. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, the
Council of Churches is leasing a Cable TV
channel. Cable TV viewers in Seattle obtain
via the cable teleprinter type-out news bulletins
and stock market quotations. Cities and
citizens, communities and educational groups,
business and churchmen are becoming more and
more involved in Cable TV. There are, of course,
instances of the misuse of Cable TV. Unless
these are contested immediately it will be
impossible to eliminate pornography once it has
a foot hold.
Who oivns Cable TV? Although originally all
cable systems were owned by private enterprise
today the pioneer owners are being taken
over by large corporations. Mission Cable TV
of San Diego, Teleprompter, Manhattan CATV
and Sterling Manhattan Cable TV (New York)
are presently three of the largest Cable TV
systems. It is significant, however, that 36% of
all Cable TV systems are already owned by
TV broadcasters who began by bitterly opposing
Cable TV but who now recognize its inevitability
and potential. It is estimated that by 1980
40-60% of all American homes will be served
by some Cable TV system.
What programs these systems will carry into
American homes will be determined by the
franchise which a city grants to prospective cable
operators. Similarly the terms of the franchise
will be determined by the citizens who are
informed and alert enough to be present at the
public hearings of the franchise.
Cable TV has arrived and like all electronic
mass media will profoundly influence the pattern
of life of millions of people.
mass satellite TV
The India-NASA satellite experiment is scheduled
for 1974. Hopefully programs will cover 5,000
villages with TV by means of direct transmission.
Provision will be made for four hours daily,
two hours for school programs and two hours
for the community program. If this experiment
proves feasible, by 1981 India aims to reach
3.000 cities and 560,000 villages in a variety of
languages from 20 centers. Finances are
being budgeted in India’s fifth Five Year Plan
(1974-79).
It is not too surprising that critics are
questioning such a project. All India Radio has
reached into remote villages but not with a
revolutionary or educational program that has
brought about once hoped for results. In the
Delhi area where TV was initially introduced
into India only 80 of the 48,000 receiving sets are
in the rural villages. In Bombay where the
second Indian TV station was opened last year
the reports are that only the rich can afford TV
sets and their programs include music, song
and dance, dull interviews, sports reports,
mediocre programs for women and children.
Some critics predict TV will be only a political
tool. The Government will select the foreign
programs available from the satellite. In a sense
the Government owned satellite television may
be only an extension of the present TV.
However, the technology and the hardware have
reached India. A grant from UNESCO is
making possible the training of technicians.
West Germany is donating a studio. Indian
manufacturers are constructing TV sets.
India is one of 80 countries which belong to the
Communications Satellite Corporation, COMSAT,
a global system of satellites located more than
22.000 miles above the Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian oceans. The first Intelsat III F 3 satellite
launched over the Indian ocean on July 19,
1969 was substituted by a newer type of
commercial satellite, Intelsat IV : F 5 on July
3, 1972. Vikram Earth Station completed
in February, 1971 made possible telephone
channels via this satellite to Britain, Australia,
Japan, Bahrain, Kuwait, E. Africa and Malaysia.
With the new Intelsat IV series there will
be a capacity of 5,000 to 6,000 telephone circuits
in contrast to 1,200 circuits with Intelsat III.
Intelsat IV handles simultaneous TV
transmission.
When we speak of a global community we speak
of a reality which is the result of the satellite
system. COMSAT reports that over 600 million
persons on six continents watched the Apollo
astronauts take their first steps on the moon in
July 1969. TV viewers round the world watched
President Nixon’s visit to China and Russia.
In August-September, 1972 they estimate that
one billion watched the Olympic Games in
Munich.
What is to be beamed to
all the world?
Like the Cable, Satellite TV is here and earth
stations are being installed in country after
country. What is to be beamed to all the world?
What do we have to communicate with one
another? How can we benefit one another?
Who are the script writers to supply the endless
stream of needed programs for mass satellite
TV? Will there be a soft ware lag? Do we really
know the dynamic power of our international
language, the picture?
We who gained our education through books
find it hard to imagine what it will be like to
move from illiteracy to TV. Nor do we
understand the impact of living color pictures on
the peoples of countries where modern tech-
nology is replacing timeless institutions. The
world is poised for the greatest communication
experiment of all time. Many are concerned
with the mechanics; few seem concerned about
the material that will be woven into the fabric
of the lives of millions.
video cassette
Of all the media of this electronic decade, to
me the video cassette is the most challenging and
exciting. In appearance similar to the audio
cassettes used in tape recorders, the video
cassette reproduces both picture and sound
simultaneously on your own TV screen. The video
cassette operates by means of an adapter
attached to your TV set and produces pictures
in color or black and white of greatly superior
definition than even Cable TV can produce.
So, for the first time, you can have the program
of your choice at the time of your choice by
means of the video cassette. You can stop and
start, freeze or reverse the video cassette so that
the program it contains is absolutely at your
disposal and under your control. With good
planning the range of programs available could
be infinite. Lovers of ballet will be able to
feast on ballet. Lovers of drama will be able
to watch and rewatch the masters acting
the classics of the world. Doctors, dentists,
engineers, scientists and musicians will be able to
study their professions at their own pace at
home. Teachers, technicians, sportsmen and
researchers will be enabled to study their special
field by means of the video cassette. Now this
and much more is already technically possible
by means of this electronic marvel.
In addition to private use in your home the video
cassette will undoubtedly be used for program-
ming over Cable TV and over the satellite
channels as well.
Already the business world is using the viedo
cassettes as a means of advertisement and
instruction. Ford Motors, for example, has
already distributed 4,000 cassette units to dealers
to assist mechanics and car buyers. Again,
Equitable Life Assurance Society has provided
video cassettes for their representatives to
enable them to study in their own homes.
The medical world has also recognized the value
of video cassettes and is using them in post
graduate medical and dental instruction.
Primary Medical Communications Inc. in
collaboration with the American Association of
Dental Schools has recently launched a post
graduate video cassette teaching program for
dentists. Dentists can rent or buy the
video cassettes for private use at home. Similarly
other companies, American International
Medical Services and BNA Films of Rockville
are producing cassettes in color for the study of
medicine, surgery and other related fields.
Video cassettes are taking their place in the
every day world. CBS, the originators of the
whole idea of video cassettes through the
invention of their Electronic Video Recording
system, has already supplied 100 films in video
cassettes plus the viewing unit to over 120
libraries throughout the United States. Telmar
in Britain supplies video cassettes and players
to the crews of tankers and freighters out at sea
for months at a time. Again, Britain’s Open
University is using cassettes as one medium
of instruction.
Industrialists, educationalists, entertainers all
recognize the astounding potential of video
cassettes. In its report entitled “The Fourth
Revolution” The Carnegie Commission actually
suggests that video cassettes be available at
Learning Centers on a 24 hour basis, through
Cable TV and in remote corners of the world via
satellite. Delegates to the 1973 International
Conference of Audio Visual Entrepeneurs at
Cannes noticed the serious interest of East
European and other Communist countries in the
video cassette. One reporter said, “They seem
to believe that video cassettes are the ideal
way to spread their message. They certainly seem
prepared to spend vast sums to get into the
whole TV scene.”
If so much is happening in the video cassette
world why do we hear so little about them?
Why are they not selling in the stores? The
answer is that as yet no agreement on the
standardization or existing video record systems
has been reached in the States. As yet the
major systems, CBS’s Electronic Video
Recording, Avco’s Cartavision, Sony’s Trinitone,
Ampex’s Instavision, RCA’s Selecta-Vision,
Philip’s VRC are all incompatible. If you own
one system you cannot use any of the other
system’s cassettes on your machine.
What do we have to communicate
with one another?
With the market estimated to be a 14 billion
dollar business by 1980 it is not surprising that
the manufacturers of the systems, the hardware,
are hoping to corner the market for their
own system. Hence there is in the U. S.
a reluctance to agree to any kind of standard-
ization which will make the systems compatible.
While American manufacturers of hardware
stall, Europe and Japan have already reached
agreement among their top manufacturers
regarding standardization of video record
systems. This means that the production of
programs called software for cassettes is
beginning to move in Europe.
As for Cable TV and Satellite it is the matter of
programs which is of such urgent importance
in the development of video cassettes. The
hardware producers assume that anything will
do in the way of programs. In fact they assume
that old movies will do and negotiations to
cassette old movies are in process even now.
Those who see the potential and effect of video
cassettes are desperately concerned by this
careless approach to the central question of
programming.
What is going to be put on video cassettes?
Already they are finding a place in the life of
this decade. Eventually there will be an
endless supply of them available in the stores. In
the not too distant future there will be video
cassette libraries probably organized as our
present libraries. What will such libraries offer?
What such libraries, what video cassettes in
general will offer will be determined by what
programs they contain. These programs will
be determined by those who produce them. The
producers of pornography are eagerly planning
for the gold rush of the video cassette. The
medical educators and the entertainers are
planning to use this powerful new medium to the
full. What about Christian educators — are
we planning? The key to effective programming
in any field and particularly the field of video
cassettes is creative planning.
invest for orbit
Whether we citizens of this decade want it or
whether we don’t the electronic media are already
changing patterns of life. Cable TV is steadily
wiring together the cities of America. The
satellites are making possible instantaneous
communication, providing mass TV and slowly
creating a global community. The critics cannot
prevent TV spreading through India nor can
the Government indefinitely hold off TV in
South Africa. We are all caught up in this Media
Revolution and faced with an unparalleled
opportunity to communicate on an individual
level through video cassette and on a global
level through satellite TV. Never before have so
few been able to communicate with so many
so fast.
My journey into the Wonderland of this
electronic decade has challenged me and all my
priorities. It has forced me to take my eyes
off the “rear view mirror” and look ahead down
the road of the seventies. Like Alice I would
rather return to the known. Yet the challenge
remains.
The new opportunities to communicate demand
new approaches. Old patterns will not fit the
new media. To communicate with a filmic
generation I must learn the language of film.
It’s a specialized, intriguing, powerful language
and the writing of scripts an engrossing
tedious task. It’s the language of pictures,
vibrant and fresh, a universal language capable
of reaching all men everywhere.
Questions burn at the core of my mind. How can
we capture the opportunities? Who will invest
time, talent, effort and funds to bring leaven,
salt and light into the new communications
system? The challenge is guaranteed. The risk is
guaranteed. The investment, a matter of Now
if we are to get into orbit on time.
10 MONTHS IN RUSSIA
G. Larry Penrose, assistant pro-
fessor of history has received grants
totalling $10,000 for study in the
Soviet Union by the International Re-
search and Exchanges Board and the
Fulbright-Hays Research Abroad
Program.
Pending the approval of his pro-
posal by the Ministry of Higher Ed-
ucation of the Soviet Union, Penrose
and his family will leave in August
to spend 10 months in Russia based
in Leningrad. His research will be
concerned with studying collections of
Chaghatai Turkish manuscripts re-
lating to the history of the Turkmen
people. Travel for Penrose in the
Soviet Union will . include extended
stays in Ashkhabad in the Turkmen
SSR and Tashkent in the Uzbek SSR.
Prof. Penrose joined the Hope fac-
ulty in 1970. His teaching specialties
are Asian history and Russian lan-
guage. A native of Oregon, Penrose
graduated from the International
Christian School in Teheran, Iran
and lived in Hokkaido, Japan for two
years during his period of military
service in the American army. He
has had extensive training in Asian
Studies and language and has pub-
lished several articles and reviews
dealing with Middle Eastern and Far
Eastem History. He earned his B.A.
in Russian language and Middle East
area studies at Portland State Col-
lege in Oregon and his M.A. at In-
diana University, where he is also a
candidate for the doctorate in Inner
Asian History. For the past two
years he has been director of the In-
ternational Summer Session.
NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
The appointment to the faculty of
three new assistant professors has
been announced by Dean Rider.
Dr. Barbara Jane Barker will join
the faculty of the Department Chem-
istry, replacing Dr. David Klein who
will be on a full year’s leave to pur-
sue his research interests at Oak
Ridge National Laboratories, and Dr.
Eugene Jekel, who will devote one-
half of his time to the newly devel-
oped position of director of Research
and Academic Development. Dr. Bak-
er is a graduate of the University of
Cincinnati, and received her Ph.D.
degree from the same institution. She
presently holds a post-doctoral re-
search position in chemistry at the
University of Kentucky.
Philip Greenberg will join the fac-14 ulty of the Music Department. Mr.
Greenberg has been teaching at Hope
during the past year on a part-time
appointment along with several other
assistants filling the position vacated
by Dr. Harrison Ryker in 1972. Mr.
Greenberg is a native of Detroit and
held a position on the faculty of Ol-
ivet College during 1970 and 1971.
He also taught at the National Music
Camp at Interlochen. Mr. Greenberg
received his bachelor’s degree from
Indiana University and two master’s
degrees from the University of Mich-
igan in conducting and violin. His
violin study was with Harry Farb-
man, Concertmaster of the St. Louis
Symphony, Joseph Gingold, Concert-
master of the Cleveland Orchestra,
and Tadeusz Wronski of the Warsau
Conservatory. He has worked with
Janos Starker and William Primrose
in the field of chamber music. Mr.
Greenberg has recently been appoint-
ed Concertmaster of the Grand Rap-
ids Symphony Orchestra. His teach-
ing at Hope will be in the area of
violin, viola, chamber music, and mu-
sic education.
Glenn Van Wieren will return to
the faculty of the Department of
Physical Education in September.
Mr. Van Wieren is a Hope graduate
who served on the staff of the college
Admissions Department for several
years and as instructor in the De-
partment of Physical Education. He
received his master’s degree from
Western Michigan University and
will complete his doctorate in physical
education at Brigham Young Univer-
sity before returning to Hope. Mr.
Van Wieren will replace Gene Brown
who will return to graduate school to
continue his advanced studies.
FRESHMEN: HOPE/NATIONAL
The American Council on Educa-
tion has released the outcome of its
Seventh Annual Survey of College
Freshman in the United States. The
purpose of this survey is to disclose
the most recent trends on college
campuses. This survey enables the
comparison of Hope freshmen with
freshmen at other four-year colleges
across the country.
FRONT ROW, Left to Right: Charles Glen Tharp, Gary Lynn Abel,
Gregg Peter Wickstra, Charles William Gossett, Henry Karl Bierhng,
Donald Jay Scholten. ROW 2: Joann Marie Frielink, Anne Lenore Deck-
ard, Maw Lynn Dzurina, Kristi Jean Beukema, Mary Hayes Wermng,
Mary Lee Holding, Can'ol Lee Van Voorst, Eric Berton Brown. ROW S:
Mai-y Lee Wissink, Jocelyn Ann Peterson, Kathy Ann Kantrow, Molly
Rae Gates, Sally Ann Plagenhoef, Jane Mary Hill, Stanley C. Busman,
Kenneth C. Janda. ROW h: Patricia Jean Hoekman, Vicki Ruth Ten
Haken, Patricia Ann Van Wyk, Kathleen Ann Lemmen. ROW Ter-
rance John Stevens, Burt Vander Laan, Richard Keith Smith, Richa/rd
James Meyers, Jr., David Martin Bast, Johnny E. Conatser. ROW 6:
Daniel Lee Bouwman, Merlin Paul Whiteman, James Phil Wickstra,
Donald Jay De Bruyn, Charles William Luyendyk, David Paul Peterson,
Bruce Richard Smith, Missing from photo: Steven Mark Zonnebelt, Mar-
tha Ruth Mulder.
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In general, it was found that in
most respects the freshmen at Hope
came very close to the norms re-
leased for other schools. It was in-
teresting to note a few questions
which brought out some unique qual-
ities in freshmen at Hope. One of
these questions involved the reason
for choosing Hope as opposed to an-
other college. The results revealed
that 29.5 percent said that someone
who had been there before advised
them to go, compared to only 17.7
percent nationally. 73.2 percent an-
swered that Hope has a very good
reputation academically, whereas 55.6
percent in the national sample felt
this was true of their respective
schools.
The survey again pointed out the
high academic interest that Hope stu-
dents are noted for. This was per-
ceived from the 68.8 percentage who
planned to obtain advanced degrees
in contrast to 59.4 percent on the na-
tional level. 63.5 percent of Hope’s
freshmen ranked themselves in the
top fourth of their graduating class,
while 52.1 percent was the national
average.
CHAIRMAN APPOINTMENTS
Dr. Barrie Richardson, vice pres-
ident and dean of the faculty at Beth-
any College in West Virginia, has
been appointed to the position of
chairman of the Department of Busi-
ness Administration and Economics.
Dr. Richardson will take over the
chairmanship of the department at
Hope from Douglas Heerema, who
has held that position since 1970. Dr.
Heerema had earlier indicated his in-
terest in devoting more time to var-
ious research projects concerning the
industrial revolution which he devel-
oped while on leave during the fall
semester in London.
Dr. Richardson was graduated
from Carleton College in Minnesota
in 1955, with a major in history. He
received his M.B.A. and his Ph.D. in
Business Administration from Indi-
ana University. Following that, he
held an appointment in the College of
Business at Arizona State U. and in
1962, became chairman of the Depart-
ment of Business Administration and
Economics at Bethany College, a po-
sition he held for six years. In 1967,
he became assistant to the president
at Oberlin College under a fellowship
from the American Council on Ed-
ucation and the Ford Foundation. He
returned to Bethany as dean of the
faculty in 1968 and was made vice
president in 1970. While at Bethany,
his work in business administration
actively involved commercial and in-
dustrial leaders in the Ohio Valley
and Western Pennsylvania in the pro-
grams of that institution and includ-
ed a series of seminars involving na-
tionally known economists such as
Milton Friedman and government
leaders.
Dr. Charles Huttar, chairman of
the Department of English for the
past two years, has been reappointed
to that position through the college
year 1975-76. Dr. Huttar will be on
sabbatical leave during the fall se-
mester of next year. Dr. Henry ten
Hoor, professor of English, has been
appointed acting chairman of the de-
partment during that term.
Dr. Elliot Tanis completes his cur-
rent appointment as chairman of the
Department of Mathematics in June
of 1973, and has been reappointed
chairman through 1976. Dr. Tanis
will be on sabbatical leave in England
during the winter term, and during
that interval Dr. Jay Folkert will
assume the role of chairman of the
department.
In the Department of Chemistry,
Dr. David Klein will complete his
term as chairman in June of 1973,
and will be on a year’s leave to en-
gage in research at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratories in Tennessee.
Appointed chairman of the Depart-
ment of Chemistry through June of
1976 is Dr. Uugene Jekel, who will
share the chairmanship responsibili-
ties with his other duties as director
of the office of Research and Aca-
demic Development.
Dr. Hubert Weller has been reap-
pointed chairman of the Department
of Foreign Languages through June
of 1976, and since Dr. Weller will be
on sabbatical leave during the second
semester of next year, Dr. John Cre-
viere, associate professor of French,
will assume the role of acting chair-
man of the department during that
time.
Dr. Earl Curry has been appointed
chairman of the Department of His-
tory effective in August of 1973. Dr.
Curry joined the faculty in 1968 after
graduating from Iowa State U. and
receiving his master’s and Ph.D. de-
grees from the U. of Minnesota. Dr.
Curry will replace Dr. Paul Fried,
who for the past several years, has
served in a dual administrative ca-
pacity as chairman of the Depart-
ment of History and director of In-
ternational Education. Dr. Fried will
assume expanded responsibilities in
his position as director of Interna-
tional Education and will pursue his
on-going research and teaching inter-
est in the Department of History
along with this administrative re-
sponsibility.
Dr. James Bultman, a Hope grad-
uate, who received his master’s and
doctorate degrees from Western
Michigan U., will become acting
chairman of the Department of Ed-
ucation for the fall term of next year
replacing Dr. Lament Dirkse who will
be gone on sabbatical leave to Eng-
land for research in the field of high-
er education.
Dr. Anthony Kooiker, professor of
music at Hope since 1950, and for
many years chairman of the Piano
Division of the Music Department,
has been named acting chairman of
the Music Department for the year
1973-74. Dr. Kooiker was graduated
from Northwestern U. and holds his
master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the
U. of Rochester. He will be replacing
Dr. Robert Ritsema, who will be on
sabbatical leave throughout the year
for research in renaissance and me-
dieval music instruments in England.
Dr. Richard Brockmeier, a Hope
graduate, who holds his master’s and
Ph.D. degrees from California Insti-
tute of Technology, has been named
acting chairman of the Department
of Physics for the fall semester of
1973, replacing Dr. Harry Frissel
who will be on leave for the fall se-
mester for research in the field of
physics at Arizona State U.
George Ralph, chairman of the
Theatre Department for the past
three years, has been reappointed
chairman of the department through
1976.
H.O.P.E. AWARD 1973
Edward Ervin, associate professor
of biology at Hope College, was elect-
ed “Hope’s Outstanding Professor-
Educator” for 1973 by the senior
class. Dr. Ervin is the ninth Hope
professor to be selected for the
H.O.P.E. award.
In his fifth year at Hope, Dr. Ervin
is a graduate of the University of
Cincinnati and the University of Wis-
consin. Dr. Ervin is a member of the
Society of Sigma Xi, Botanical So-
ciety of America, American Institute
of Biological Sciences and the Mich-
igan Academy of Arts, Science and
Letters.
Continued on page 41
Class Notes
15,29
MARION G. GOSSELINK ’15 has
written three poems selected for pub-
lication in The Florwain Book of
Poetry 72, by Strand Literary Edi-
tions, 30 Baker Street, London, Eng-
land. His titles: “The Artist’s Pray-
er,” “Love in A Cabin” and “Rain.”
Mr. Gosselink is even more pleased
that “two of my bits of verse, ‘They
Say She Is Dead’ and ‘Sacrifice’ were
selected for The Heirloom Collection
(1973) by The Golden Eagle Press of
19 Old Bond Street, London, England.
This is an international, de-lux edi-
tion, limited to 500 numbered copies.
It is a volume of 240 pages, bound
in rich maroon leather, stamped in
gold, with the three edges of the
pages gilded; the paper is heavy,
woven antique. The contributors are
from the English-speaking world.”
(price $40.) JOYCE KLAASEN
CROOKSHANK ’28 has been ap-
pointed assistant to the director Elim
Christian School in Palos Heights, 111.
She has been both a teacher and prin-
cipal at Elim for eighteen years.
Joyce is a well known authority in
the field of the hearing impaired. She
will continue to serve as a consultant
to the deaf -oral group. EVERETT
BEKKEN ’29 and his wife, MARION
LORDAHL ’31, have retired from
their last teaching assignment in
Portage. Mrs. Bekken taught kinder-
garten and Mr. Bekken was involved
in administration.
30’s
PHILLIP ENGEL ’31 of Ghent,
N. Y. has a new booklet of poetry off
the press. This one titled A Country
Elegy is a major work of 90 pages.
REV. HARRY VER ST RATE ’31
has retired after 31 years of service
in the Reformed Church of Metuchen,
N. J. DR. REO MARCOTTE ’32 has
retired from his position as Executive
Director of Mount Auburn Hospital,
Cambridge, Mass, after 20 years.
HOWARD SCHADE ’32 is now re-
tired and living in Seminole, Florida.
Mr. Schade has been the pastor of
various Reformed churches in the
East and was associated with the Bo-
gart Reformed Church in Bogota,
N. J. before his retirement. He wrote
a number of articles of a religious
nature which appeared from time to
time in various publications. REV.
Class Notes Compiled by Donna16 Howitt ’72, Alumni Assistant.
EDWARD SWARTOUT ’32 retired
from active ministry in the Reformed
Church in America after 40 years in
five pastorates.
JULIA KLINGE BOUWS ’38 and
her husband, Russell have presented a
gift of $100,000 to the city of Holland
for construction of an outdoor swim-
ming pool. The pool will be located
at Smallenburg Park and will be 75
feet long with six lanes and also will
include a diving well and children’s
area. Both Mr. and Mrs. Bouws have
been active in many community-col-
lege affairs. The Bouws’ are well
known in the community as owners
of Russ’ Restaurant and also restau-
rants in Grand Rapids and Muske-
gon. Mr. Bouws stated that they are
giving this pool as a token of their
appreciation for the support they
have received from their many
friends, employees and management
for the past 39 years. PALMER
MARTIN’s ’38 newest play “General
Goat-Legs” recently had its premiere
performance at Conklin Elementary
School in Rockford, 111. The play is
taken from a fairy tale by Hans
Christian Andersen and was written
by Mr. Martin. The Martins are well
known throughout northern Illinois
for their marionette shows and chil-
dren’s plays. DONALD J. THOMAS
’38 was elected president and chief
executive officer of the First National
Bank of Holland. Mr. Thomas has
worked for First National since 1936
and was first elected an officer in
1947.
40’s
GORDON ALBERS ’42 was chosen
as a member of the 1972 President’s
Club of International Telephone and
Telegraph. He is presently a part of
the financial services division staff in
Albuquerque, N. M. This club is a
prestige group chosen yearly for out-
standing talents in working for ITT,
and is composed of about 50 repre-
sentatives from all over the country.
REV. BLAISE LEV AI ’42 will work
with journalists on two continents to
improve their editorial, graphic and
camera skills during an April-August
leave from the United Methodist
Board of Global Ministries. Mr. Le-
vai has been an editor with the board
and director of its Literature Depart-
ment for about six years. His work
will take him first to Costa Rica,
where he will work with the staff of
the Pueblo, a church related news-
paper specializing in community news
and development. From there he will
go to Nicaragua to photograph and
write on post -earthquake recovery
and reconstruction. As the last stage
in his plans, Levai will be at the Af-
rican Literature Center in Kitwe,
Zambia, working with the natives on
writing, photojournalism and other
skills.
JOHN LUCIUS ’44, Phoenix, is
serving as religious coordinator and
chaplain at Phoenix Indian High
School, a project under the Indian
Ministries, General Program Council,
R.C.A. He has a Master of Counsel-
ing, a professional degree awarded by
Arizona State University, Tempe,
with emphasis on conjoint marriage
and family counseling, crisis inter-
vention counseling, marriage growth
groups and Gestalt Therapy. John
received this degree on September 15,
1972. DR. WESLEY DYKSTRA ’46
has been named a Kellogg Fellow. He
is professor of philosophy at Alma
College, and plans to study in his
field particularly existentialist philos-
ophy, and philosophy of religion and
esthetics in Ann Arbor and possibly
Amsterdam.
50’s
DR. ELTON BRUINS ’50, Profes-
sor of Religion at Hope, who is cur-
rently on a sabbatical leave to the
Netherlands where he is engaging in
research in the Hague, has presented
a series of seven lectures on Religion
in America in that city. Dr. Bruins
is engaged in research on the early
letters of Albertus Van Raalte and
on materials relating to the immigra-
tion to the United States in the Nine-
teenth Century from the Netherlands.
eleanor'robinson ZOELL-
NER ’51 lives in Scottsdale, Ariz.
where her husband Jack is the min-
ister of a Lutheran Church. The
Zoellners started the church as a mis-
sion church eight years ago; it now
has 500 members. Jack is president
of the Ecumenical Council for the
area and is in demand as a speaker.
He has addressed a Morman group in
Salt Lake City. Eleanor teaches first
grade in Scottsdale, teaches a Sunday
School class of 35, and directs all
their church choirs. She received an
MSLS degree last August from Ari-
zona State. The Zoellners have two
teenage daughters. CLAYTON
BORGMAN ’52 has been promoted to
rank of associate professor of Biology
at Delta College in University Center,
Mi. He also read a research paper
before the 69th Annual Meeting of
the Michigan Audubon Society. The
paper was concerned with the extinc-
tion- endangered prairie chicken of
Michigan and involved IV2 years of
research.
MIRIAM GEMMILL VAN EYL
’53 has been a Michigan State Civil
Service employee for Allegan County,
Mi. since 1971. She started as an as-
sistance payment worker but was re-
cently promoted to a public welfare
worker, Protective Services. This
means that she still has an office but
she spends most of her time in the
field assisting families and children
in the prevention of child abuse and
child neglect. In her spare time Mir-
iam also pays attention to her own
four children who are now ages 8-14.
Prior to becoming a social worker she
spent ten years teaching full-time and
part-time elementary and secondary
education in Michigan, California,
Turkey and the Netherlands. Her
foreign experience came about be-
cause of her husband PHIL’s ’55 year
of consultant work and teaching at a
University in Ankara and a year as
a research scientist at the Dutch In-
stitute for Perception in Soesterberg.
MARILYN BROERSMA JORDAN
’53 lives in Phoenix, has been teach-
ing in grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 for fifteen
years. She and her husband John
have two sons. John is in research
and development with Honeywell.
MARJORIE PICKENS ’53 of New
York City did the photography for
the book Beginning Experiences in
Architecture: A Guide to the Ele-
mentary School Teacher by George
Taylor; Van Nostrand Reinhold, pub-
lisher. DAVID L. HUFF ’55 was
named a career representative of the
Northern New Jersey general agency
of the National Life Insurance Com-
pany of Vermont. Mr. Huff was pre-
viously manager and consultant for
advanced sales of life insurance and
financial services in Newark, N. J.
for the Traveler’s Insurance Com-
pany.
THOMAS CAREY ’56 was elected
president of the Michigan Guidance
Directors Association. He was also
selected to serve on a committee to
draw up guidelines for entry-level
counselors. Mr. Carey is currently
director of guidance for the Holland
Public Schools. AUDREY NIEN-
HUIS FRITTS ’56 and her family
have been transferred to the Amer-
ican Embassy in Khartoum, Sudan,
where her husband Bob will be Dep-
uty Chief of Mission. WARREN
KANE ’57 has transferred to the pro-
fessional staff of the Senate Appro-
priations Committee in Washington.
Formerly aide to Senator Cotton,
Warren will still work closely with
him as the Senator is a ranking mem-
ber of two of the appropriations bills
that Warren is assigned to, the De-
partments of Labor; Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, and the Legislative
Branch bills. He will also be on the
money bill for the Treasury Depart-
ment, Postal Service, and the White
House. MARY VAN DYK GROTE
’57 has been teaching third grade in
Phoenix, Ariz. for eleven years. Her
husband Henry is also employed in
the school system. The Grotes have
four quite grown children.
DR. EUGENE TEHENNEPE ’58
and his wife ANITA VAN RENTE
’57 have been selected to participate
in the Danforth Associate Program
which allows them financial assist-
ance for efforts which recognize and
encourage good teaching and to
strengthen the human element of the
educational process. The program em-
phasizes the role of the teacher-schol-
ar’s concern for students as individ-
uals. The Danforth appointment is
made to the professor and spouse
jointly, and participants in the pro-
gram are appointed for their aca-
demic careers or until age sixty-five,
whichever comes first. ERIKA VOLK-
ENBORN AHRENS ’58 has been se-
lected as the 20th Air Division nomi-
nee for the 1973 Military Wife of the
Year in the officer’s wife category.
The 20th Air Division covers air
bases from the middle of New Jersey
to El Paso, Tex. She will compete as
the Aerospace Defense Command’s
nominee for title of Air Force Wife
of the Year. Special emphasis in the
selection will be placed upon the vol-
untary efforts of the women used in
fostering better human relationships
through involvement in public service.
60,61
REV. CARL DE JONG ’60 has ac-
cepted a call to Hope Reformed
Church in Los Angeles, Ca. WIL-
LIAM HUIBREGTSE ’60 is an asso-
ciate director of Scientific Informa-
tion and Regulatory Affairs with
Mead, Johnson and Company in Ev-
ansville, Ind. He was formerly with
the Army Research Institute of En-
vironmental Medicine in Natick,
Mass, as a research physiologist.
MELVIN VER STEEG ’60 has been
named manager of New Food Enter-
prises Research and Development for
Ralston Purina Company’s Consumer
Products Group in St. Louis, Mo.
MARVIN DE JONG ’60, a member
of the faculty of the School of the
Ozarks in Missouri, was chosen an
Outstanding Educator of America for
1973. These awards are made an-
nually at a program honoring dis-
tinguished men and women for their
exceptional service, achievements, and
leadership in the field of education.
Dr. De Jong is a professor of math
and physics at the school.
BILL and Pam DRAKE lost a
daughter Amy Margaret aged ZVz
last August. Death followed heart
surgery. HENRY W. STEFFENS
’61 is a Senior Programmed Learning
Analyst in the Human Resources De-
velopment Center at the Dow Chem-
ical Company of Midland, Mi. DA-
VID WILKIN ’61 was named chair-
man of the French Department at
Wooster College in Wooster, Oh.
CAROL YONKERS JOHNSON ’61
lives in Phoenix, teaches fifth grade
in an area school. Her husband, Gary
is in business with Associated Gro-
cers. The Johnsons have two very
small sons.
62,63
SAYERS LUTZ ’62 has been pro-
moted to president and general man-
ager of WDOS radio in Oneonta,
N. Y. He is also serving as president
of the Oneonta Chamber of Com-
merce, and has been elected to the
boards of directors of the Oneonta
YMCA and the Mechanics Exchange
Bank. PENNY ADAMS MURPHY
’62 is a teacher in a bilingual Title 1
kindergarten in Albuquerque, N. M.
CARL BENES ’62 has been appoint-
ed director of community services at
Mercy Hospital in Jackson, Mi. He
will be involved in the development
of a pastoral care program, working
with the resident chaplain and local
clergy in establishing programs of
spiritual assistance to patients and
personnel. Mr. Benes will also be
working with the Department of So-
cial Service at Mercy Hospital in
helping to establish sources of aid
and referral for people who have
health care needs and are attempting
to obtain assistance.
DR. DAVID L. BRONSON ’63 has
been appointed head of the section on
Molecular Virology at the University
of Minnesota Medical School in Min-
neapolis. The research team on which
he is working is studying a virus that
may be linked to human cancer. JU-
NIA DALMAN QUERIO ’63 was
selected as the Greater Mt. Clemens
Jaycee Auxiliary’s “Woman of the
Year.” Mrs. Querio will compete for
the Michigan title in Detroit. LINDA
HEPBURN BUCKNER ’63 has re-
ceived a request for the duplication
of two of her projects from the Wis-
consin State Department. They will
be used in the state’s file for teachers
on creative phonetic games and stor-
ies. Linda’s husband Roy has accept-
ed a new position with Ohio State U.
in the department of geodetic science.
ROBERT KLEBE ’63 was listed in
the 1972 edition of “Outstanding
Young Men of America.” Mr. Klebe
is the assistant director of the Silver
Bay Association, a YMCA affiliated
conference center in Lake George,
N. Y. BRUCE VANDEN BOSCH ’63,
a public welfare administrator, Mich-
igan Social Services, has been pro-
moted to Regional Recipient Eligibil- 17
ity Coordinator in Alpena, Michigan.
Formerly PWA in Berrien County,
Michigan Social Service Department,
Vanden Bosch, in his new position,
will administer one of nine new re-
gional offices recently established to
clarify policies in regard to welfare
assistance to surrounding counties.
BARBARA WALVOORD FAS-
SLER ’63 was granted tenure at Cen-
tral College in Pella, la., where she
is an assistant professor of English.
SALLY EWING STRUSZ ’63 has be-
come active in the Presbyterian
Church of Chatham, N. J. She is
singing in the choir in a quartet for
woman’s guild meeting and some
church services. She was elected in
January a ruling elder, the youngest
woman in the history of the church,
which keeps her quite busy. Mrs.
Strusz has also become active in the
Woman’s Club of Chatham Township.
Her home life is kept busy by her
two-year-old daughter, Suzanne, and
her husband who works at Ciba-Geigy
in Suffrin, N. Y.
64,65,66
LEO ARTHUR ’64 and his wife
the former Paulette Williams live in
Phoenix, Ariz. They have a six year
old son. Leo teaches seventh grade
English and American History in
Scottsdale. DAVID R. NASH ’64 has
been elected to the position of person-
nel officer in the Personnel Division
of the First National Bank of Chi-
cago. PETER STEKETEE ’64 was
listed in the 1972 edition of “Out-
standing Young Men of America.”
He is presently associated with the
law practice firm of Smith and Dav-
enport in Manassas, Va.
THOMAS W. EWART ’64 is em-
ployed in the Management Sciences
Department of the Wells Fargo Bank
in San Francisco, Ca. LENORA
VANDEN BERG KOELBEL ’64
wrote the Alumni Office “We moved
to Missoula in 1967 where we ob-
tained teaching positions. I became
interested in the rich history of the
Missoula area and because of this in-
terest developed a unit of study for
my fifth graders. Nothing on Mis-
soula history had been done before
and since the children were so inter-
ested in the unit, I decided to write
a booklet on Missoula history for my
students the following year. People
outside the school became interested
in the booklet and I was encouraged
to do additional research and put out
a book for the public. This was a
very time consuming but rewarding
project. The book came out for the
public last Christmas. The title of
the book is “Missoula the Way it
Was” with the subtitle of “A Por-
trait of an Early Western Town.” It18 has over 120 pictures including an in-
vitation to a hanging and a sheriff’s
posse apprehending a criminal. "Two
and a half years ago we moved to
Arlee, Montana located 28 miles from
Missoula. Our small ranch is located
on the Flathead Indian Reservation.
I call our ranch small because it is
by western standards although it is
80 acres large. John is teaching math
at Hellgate High School (that strange
name has an interesting origin which
I tell about in the book). Even though
his job might not be as lucrative and
prestigious as some, he enjoys his job
and is obviously good at it. Two
years ago he became advisor of the
Key Club. At that time it was rated
31st in the state (bottom) — it now
ranks second. At the state convention
held this past March, John was
named advisor of the year for the
state of Montana. This brings you up
to date with the lives and activities
of John and Norie Koelbel. I hope
somebody will read and enjoy the
book. John also enjoys cattle ranch-
ing in the summer — we now have 35
steer.”
In a letter to the Alumni Office,
CHRIS NOTE BOOM ’64 wrote “In
December of 1965, I obtained the
M.B.A. from U. of Michigan after
which I went to work with General
Electric, initially in a rotational
training program and subsequently
in Bridgeport, Ct. I was particularly
involved in export business and was
sent to Switzerland in September,
1968 by the company. A year later
I moved to Brussels, Belgium where
I was involved in marketing and sales
of small electrical appliances in the
Benelux and Scandinavian countries,
which went particularly well with me
as a born Dutchman. Two years ago
I moved to a European Management
Consulting Firm, Egon Zehnder, here
in Brussels where I am primarily
working on executive search assign-
ments. I enjoy this work very much
and it carries me to all corners of
the European Common Market.”
JAMES ’65 and GAYLE HAR-
RINGTON BELTMAN ’65 are living
in San Diego, Ca. with their two
children, Rachel and Benjamin. Jim
is the pastor of the Family Reformed
Church in San Diego. This past year
an Indonesian college student, the son
of a former head-hunting chief on the
island of Borneo, has been living with
them in their home. PALMER
VEEN ’65, music director of the
Pentwater schools for the past seven
years, was proclaimed Pentwater’s
Outstanding Citizen of the year at
the annual spring banquet of the
. Pentwater Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Veen is a music instructor as
well as teaching classes in English
and assisting with the school’s ski
club and publication of the school
year book.
MARY JO SUYDAM WILLIS ’66
is a primary teacher in the Spoon
River School System in Fairview, 111.
DIRK VAN PEEK ’66 has become a
member of the law firm, O’Donnell,
Wolff, LeVine, Mazzorana and Krupa
in Chicago. DAVID WEDDLE ’66
has been appointed assistant profes-
sor of religion at Cornell College in
Mount Vernon, la. He was formerly
teaching at the U. of California at
Santa Barbara.
67,68,69
ANNE DE V ELDER ’67 recently
completed a job as costume designer
in New York City for the off-Broad-
way play “An Evening with the Poet-
Senator.” Miss de Velder’s work was
mentioned in the New York Times
and the New Yorker. This summer,
she will be working with Sarah
Brooke for 12 weeks in costuming 10
plays for the East Coast summer
stock. She worked with Miss Brooke
last summer in the same type of
work. Some of the lead actors in the
plays she costumed were: Milton
Berle, Phyliss Newman, Peggy Cass,
Angela Lounsbury, Hugh O’Brien,
Shelley Winters, the Gabor sisters,
and others. Ann received her master
of fine arts degree from Columbia
University in June 1972, with a ma-
jor in costume design.
DAVID PIET ’67 recently visited
the United States to attend a work-
shop on audio-visual aids and pro-
grams for developing countries. The
Piets are missionaries in Jakarta, In-
donesia. They have developed a car-
toon character called Pak Panut as a
teaching aid and they hope that this
character will become as popular as
Peanuts is in this country. Their lit-
tle cartoon caught the interest of the
Battelle Human Affairs Research
Center in Seattle, Wa., which invited
Continued on page 87
Moonshooter XVI
The Moonshooter Report prepared by
Editorial Projects for Education, in-
formally associated with the Ameri-
can Alumni Council, has been pub-
lished annually since 1958. This Mag-
azine has included these reports from
their beginning; this is the 16th year.
The editor and those who have ap-
proved the use of Moonshooter, have
liked it because: 1) It is a medium
for the record of the problems on
campuses year by year; 2) Hope
Alums are reading a report that
thousands of alumni of other schools
are reading making it a medium of
exchange with friends from other in-
stitutions.
This year’s Hope tie-in is written by
John W. Stewart, associate dean for
academic affairs. It follows the sup-
plement.
A SPECIAL REPORT
r \
Can We Save
the Individuality
of Our Colleges?
Or will powerful pressures,
on and off the campuses,
homogenize higher education?
COPYRIGHT 1973 BY EDITORIAL PROJECTS FOR EDUCATION, INC.
Mk mericans have long prided themselves on the
individuality of their colleges and universities.
The special ambiance of each campus. The
combination of people and purpose. Spirit. The sounds
and smells that make it different from all others.
And more:
. . . The autonomy of each institution that enables it
to choose freely its own goals — and the programs to at-
tain them.
. . . The peculiarly American genius for promoting
the existence, side by side, of public and private col-
leges and universities.
... A “system” of higher education, in the best
sense of the word: a group of interacting, interrelated,
interdependent elements, existing in a more-or-less har-
monious relationship. But intensely individual, nonethe-
less. Certainly not “systematized,” if the word implies a
lockstep, or central control, or dull uniformity.
The result is one of society’s major miracles: more
than 2,600 colleges and universities, each one different
from all the rest. Different, yet committed to the com-
\
mon idea that through diversity and individuality the
needs of the culture will be met.
ut now we are encountering forces that threaten
the survival of all that. For the first time in a
!# century, serious questions must be raised about
the ability of our colleges to maintain their individual
distinctiveness — and of the system to maintain its
diversity.
The historic immensity of what is happening is only
beginning to be clear. After an era of unprecedented
confidence and expansion throughout higher education,
there is now a widespread questioning of higher educa-
tion’s place in our culture, and of its claim on our re-
sources. And growth — which for decades has been the
hallmark of our colleges and universities — is decelerat-
ing.
With these developments have come crises of size
and money and quality affecting the great diversity of
our system of higher education — and the individuality
of each college and university within it.
Individuality
and the Changing
Student Population
 or the past 100 years, American higher education
 has been growing at an accelerating rate. Enroll-
ments doubled every 15 years until World War
II; since then, they have doubled every decade.
That is not likely ever to happen again.
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education pre-
dicts that enrollments will increase only by one-half be-
tween 1970 and 1980, and not at all between 1980 and
1990. In the last decade of the century, they will go
up by only a third.
Enrollments in private institutions actually will drop,
the federal government estimates, between 1977 and
1980.
By the end of this decade, say statisticians in the
U.S. Office of Education, private education’s share of
all college enrollments will fall from 22.3 per cent in
1972-73 to 17.5 per cent in 1980-81.
These reductions in growth hold profound implica-
tions for all colleges and universities. Notes Princeton’s
President William G. Bowen:
“This battle for survival [private vs. public colleges
and universities] has very serious implications for
American higher education in general, which draws
much of its strength from pluralism; that is, from the
presence of many strong private and many strong pub-
lic institutions working in different ways together.
“If this diversity were to be eroded, American higher
education would suffer significantly.”
here is more at stake than survival: the serious
I question. Survival for what?
In the period of expansion, a college or uni-
versity could set its goals and be reasonably assured that
enough students would be attracted by them. It cannot
be so confident in a period when enrollments are stable
and resources scarcer. The tendency in those circum-
stances is to standardize, to avoid setting goals that are
offbeat, to try to be all things to as many men and
women as possible. Under such conditions, mere survival
is not an attractive prospect.
Decelerating growth and “no-growth” have other
ramifications. If enrollment levels are to be maintained,
some colleges and universities will be forced to accept
students who do not meet the traditional criteria for
college admissions.
“Low academic ability [measured by traditional
means] will be the distinctive characteristic” of many
such students, writes K. Patricia Cross of the Center
for Research and Development in Higher Education at
the University of California at Berkeley.
“We have not yet faced the full meaning of this pre-
diction,” Ms. Cross says. Such students will require
major changes in the curriculum, major new sources of
financial support, and faculty members specially trained
to recognize and reward the non-academic skills they
bring to the campus.
Another development — the growing pressure to edu-
cate a far greater percentage of adults than presently
— will change the character of many a college and uni-
versity. Already, a significant number of flexible ar-
rangements are under way — “open universities,”
external-degree programs, “universities without walls”
— to meet the needs of those who cannot leave full-
time employment to earn their college degrees.
Alterations in the traditional picture of higher educa-
tion will be extensive. Says Ernest L. Boyer, chancellor
of the State University of New York:
“The old model of a scattered collection of isolated
enclaves, each jealously guarding its resources and mi-
nutely regulating its students, who must remain in con-
finement for a four-year term, is giving way to a far
more complex, dynamic image — a network of learning,
resembling perhaps the human nervous system itself:
intricate, continually pulsating, and totally intercon-
nected.”
The individual campus, as Mr. Boyer sees it, “is be-
coming less a fortress surrounded by its moat and more
of a supermarket of ideas, a library with easy access, or
a base of operations to coordinate learning, not con-
trol it.”
Few would quarrel with the aims of such programs.
They offer the possibility of lifelong learning for many

citizens who have not been able to afford a college
education in the past. They permit vast numbers of
persons to earn academic degrees in less time with
more options.
Yet many observers are concerned.
Supermarkets, they say, are not very friendly places.
While you may meet your material needs there, your
spiritual needs may be unfulfilled.
Without precautions, says Stephen K. Bailey of Syra-
cuse University, such programs “can lead to a parade
of academic horrors: cram courses organized by fast-
buck proprietary schools, a deadly standardization of
subject-matter, tutoring to the test.”
State legislatures, others warn, could use the develop-
ment of the new programs as an excuse for reducing
support for the traditional colleges and universities.
Pehaps most serious of all, however, are fears that
such programs might change the whole definition of ed-
ucation in our society. An individual experience, lead-
ing to the development of “whole men and women”
or “good citizens,” might become a purely utilitarian
process of providing the credentials a person needs to
earn a living.
One writer describes the new trends this way:
“We don’t offer extracurricular activities; we elimi-
nate most of the theory courses; we give practical ap-
plications; and we get the students through in one-third
the time. We get them through fast.”
Another observer deplores the prospect:
“This is the attitude of a new breed of educators, the
big-business organizers, who are moving into education
and turning out graduates on an assembly-line basis.
Apparently they are being paid by the head count.”
here are ways to broaden our commitment to
I educating as many people as possible, without
I sacrificing the best qualities of higher education
that we have known in the past. They lie in more indi-
viduality for our colleges and universities, not less; more
diversity in our system of higher education, not less. But,
as we shall see, other forces — in addition to those ac-
companying the new era of no-growth — may be putting
those qualities in serious jeopardy.
Individuality
and the Trend Toward
Central Control
 igher education’s long period of postwar growth4 coincided with a long period of national afflu-
 I ence. As the economy boomed, tax dollars were
more numerous than ever before in history — and, nearly
everywhere, public colleges and universities received a
top-priority share of them.
Most states still place higher education well up on
their priority lists. But urgent new needs have devel-
oped in other areas — e.g., health care, aid for the dis-
advantaged — and the competition for tax dollars has
grown.
The result: Public colleges and universities have
been subjected to unprecedented demands for
“efficiency” — some justified, others panicky and unwise.
And to achieve that efficiency, many states are dramati-
cally reorganizing their structures of public higher edu-
cation.
Once-autonomous institutions, each seeking its own
goals, are finding themselves incorporated in larger and
larger “systems” of public colleges and universities,
often statewide in scope. Decision-making is central-
ized. Duplicate functions are eliminated.
From an efficiency standpoint, the trend makes
sense. “It seems to us,” argue Paul L. Dressel and Wil-
liam H. Faricy of Michigan State University, “that
higher education must be regarded as a national re-
source, that the roles of institutions must be deter-
mined by social need, and that resources must be
allocated according to a plan and their actual use
accounted for.”
They add:
“In moving in this direction, we are permitting the
public and politicians to make decisions about the char-
acter of institutions — and their decisions may not al-
ways accord with the views of those involved with
higher education.”
In 1959, fewer than half the states had formal, legal
mechanisms for statewide coordination of higher educa-
tion. Now 47 states have such mechanisms. “Besides
this dramatic increase in numbers,” writes one ob-
server, “statewide coordinating boards have increased
in power in their areas of influence and in coercive po-
tential.”
The trend away from campus autonomy and toward
central planning is likely to encompass many private
institutions as well, when — as is happening in many
states — they receive increasing support from public
funds.
“Why,” asks one observer, “should the non-public in-
stitutions receive tax dollars and not be subjected to the
same planning and operating constraints and criteria
for accountability as the public institutions? While the
initial small, indirect aids may call for a modicum of
state control, once the amounts become substantial, the
institution can be treated in no other way than as an
integral cog in the coordinated state system.”
It may even be that some national system of higher
education will emerge from the upheavals now occur-
ring. Clark Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie Commis-
sion, says that education is becoming a “quasi-public
utility” — especially since it, like electric power and
other utilities, has become essential in the lives of peo-
ple. Just as utilities require regulatory agencies to pro-
tect the public interest, say some observers, so the pros-
pect of government regulation of higher education
cannot be ruled out.
M M M hat happens to the colleges’ individuality and
diversity, in the wake of such developments?
W W The president of one public institution in
Ohio, Miami University, says that as the state system
has developed, “we have witnessed a lockstep pro-
gression, statewide, into a common calendar, into a

common subsidy formula, into a virtually common fee
pattern.” He warns:
“If diversity is coming out of the public system and
is replaced with a pale, insipid sameness, and if there is
a simultaneous withering of the private sector, one can
question what the future holds for the very fiber of our
system of higher education.”
The movement toward more centralized authority,
however, seems inexorable. It is clear that the public
and its elected representatives are no longer willing to
let the colleges and universities, alone, decide what is
educationally best for the society. “Education,” says an
observer, “is too important, and too expensive, to be
left entirely to the educators.”
How, then, can colleges and universities learn to live
in the larger systems, while preserving their diversity
and individuality? They must be ingenious enough to
develop mechanisms to preserve flexibility within a
highly structured whole — and that poses one of the
major challenges for higher education and its support-
ers in the years to come.
Individuality
and the Unionization
of Faculties
 b ntil recently, the prospect of faculty members’
I joining unions and engaging in collective bar-
gaining seemed foreign to both the spirit and the
reality of life on most campuses. Colleges and univer-
sities were serene havens far removed from the material-
ism and economic competition of the industrial world,
and faculty members were thought of (and regarded
themselves) not as “employees” but as individual pro-
fessionals.
Although thousands of faculty members and college
administrators still recoil from the notion of faculties
organizing in collective-bargaining units, unionization
— -and all that goes with it — has made major gains on
the campuses in the past five years. Most observers ex-
pect the trend to quicken rather than to slow down.
Already, the faculties at nearly 300 colleges and uni-
versities have won bargaining rights. More than half of
the institutions are two-year colleges, but unionism is
also gaining significant footholds in many four-year
institutions, as well. Faculties at the State Univer-
sity of New York and the City University of New
York are organized collectively, and the California leg-
islature is considering a move to permit public employ-
ees to organize in that state.
The movement toward faculty unionization was
speeded by a recent decision of the National Labor Re-
lations Board that private institutions with annual
budgets of $1 -million or more fall under its jurisdic-
tion. In the past, the nlrb excluded such institutions,
so that only the public colleges and universities in
states that had laws permitting their employees to orga-
nize could develop unionized faculties.
^iHESE occurrences have combined to make the
debate over whether faculty members should join
I unions irrelevant. The issue now is, What impact
will collective bargaining have on the character of our
colleges and universities — and on the relationships be-
tween faculty members, administrators, students, and
governing boards?
“Almost certainly,” says one observer, “collective
bargaining in higher education will move to statewide
or system-wide levels and, in the process, destroy much
of the autonomy of the separate campuses.” He adds:_
“Collective bargaining in a state system of higher ed-
ucation will ultimately promote centralization of deci-
sion-making. Collective bargaining will contravene the
individual and departmental autonomy for which many
faculty members have battled so long.”
Collective bargaining’s advocates disagree vigorously.
“In fact,” says one union official, “bargaining is a re-
sponse to that trend. The only way faculty members
can play a role, when policies are established on a state-
wide basis, is through bargaining and political action.
Otherwise, it will just be done over their heads.”
\
In addition, union leaders point out, they have vigor-
ously opposed such steps as the setting of statewide
work-load standards by some legislatures.
Nonetheless, warns William B. Boyd, president of
Central Michigan University, the administration of a
collective bargaining contract, “with its emphasis on le-
galism, its grievance-laden tendencies, and its use of
adversary proceedings, will almost inevitably change
the tone of university administration. The last remnants
of colleagueship are apt to disappear. Personal relation-
ships are almost bound to change when personnel rela-
tions are altered so fundamentally.”
Can the traditional character of a college or univer-
sity survive such strains? Or will the changes wrought
by the unionization of faculties be a further cause of
declining individuality and diversity?
Individuality
and the
Money Crunch
he financial crisis in higher education has re-
placed student protest as the “big issue” in the| eyes of the press and public. Where once the
headlines told of 100 students arrested for their roles in
demonstrations, they now tell of 100 colleges and
universities confronting the prospect of financial disaster.
The money crisis is real and of major proportions.
Some private institutions face the possibility of extinc-
tion.
The existence of other institutions — public and
private — is threatened. The Carnegie Commission pre-
dicts that nearly two-thirds of the nation’s colleges and
universities are in financial trouble or headed for it.
One spectacular case is that of New York University
— the nation’s biggest private institution of higher edu-
cation. After several years of backbreaking deficits,
n.y.u. announced last fall that it planned to eliminate
more than 200 faculty positions, sell one of its cam-
puses to the public system of higher education, and in-
sist that, henceforth, every academic unit within the
university be able to pay its own way plus its fair share
of university overhead.
Higher education’s financial crunch came on the
heels of several years of student disruptions— and some
observers have attributed the crisis to the loss of faith
in colleges and universities that followed. But the roots
lie deeper — in the end of the era of growth.
In its simplest terms, higher education’s crisis has de-
veloped because costs kept rising while income did not.
(There is a limit to the amount of tuition a college or
university can charge and still remain competitive.*)
At major universities, large research programs were ini-
tiated with federal funds. Those funds have grown
scarcer as the government’s priorities changed, leav-
ing those universities with commitments they cannot af-
ford.
The increasing costs hit both public and private
institutions.
One observer says that the huge growth during the
1960’s was itself one of the main causes of higher edu-
cation’s money troubles. Colleges and universities were
all the more vulnerable, he says, because they were
“undercapitalized, overextended, and moving into in-
creased areas of responsibility without permanent
financing.”
Yet — while the financial crisis is real, and some insti-
tutions have been forced to close their doors — for the
vast majority of colleges and universities, survival itself
is not in question.
Even at New York University, with its appalling
problems. President James M. Hester believes that the
draconian steps he has taken will assure the university’s
survival.
“The disease has been diagnosed, the prescription
has been made. We are taking the medicine,” says
Mr. Hester. “It is very painful, but it is possible.”
Edward D. Eddy, president of Chatham College,
puts it thus:
“Posting a death notice for all of private higher edu-
cation is like shooting all the horses because some have
the wheeze.”
“The great majority of the institutions will survive,”
Mr. Eddy declares. “Despite the many predictions of
their demise, surprisingly few have closed their doors.
Institutions of higher learning do have a persistence
and tenacity — but not necessarily a guaranteed quality.
And there is the rub.”
The nation’s colleges, Mr. Eddy says, “by and large
will survive. But the emerging question is clearly one
of spirit, not just life.”
he economic crisis poses one especially nettling
threat to the diversity of the system of higher
I education and the individuality of every institu-
tion: well-meaning but potentially damaging cries for
heightened efficiency and productivity on the campuses.
If taken too literally, such a movement could turn
the nation’s colleges and universities into faceless, spirit-
less factories.
* A recent study has shown, for instance, that in 1964-65
a group of representative private institutions was charg-
ing $657 more per student than a group of representative
public institutions. By 1971-72, the same private institutions
were charging $1,242 more per student than the public
institutions.
o°

Most observers agree that many colleges and univer-
sities can and must improve their fiscal policies. But,
warns Paul C. Reinert, president of Saint Louis Univer-
sity, they cannot be run like businesses. “There is,” he
says, “more at stake than Kleenex.”
“Efficiency in higher education remains a complex
matter,” warns Howard K. Bowen, chancellor of the
Claremont University Center. “Society may be in dan-
ger of trying to restrict the functions of higher educa-
tion too narrowly, and to convert institutions into mere
assembly lines generating credit hours, rather than al-
lowing them to function as centers of learning and
culture.
“It would be a mistake, harmful to both education
and to social welfare, to turn colleges and universities
into credit-and-degree manufacturers and to judge them
solely by their productivity in these terms.”
Father Reinert sums it up: “We must keep in mind
that there are substantive differences between a college
and a business. Drive a corporation to the wall and it
may make adjustments in its operations that enable it
to bounce back. Drive a college to the wall and you
can kill it.”
ven more controversial than the cries for effici-
 ency are issues raised by the variety of solutionsI that have been proposed for higher education’s
money troubles.
Virtually everyone agrees that major new infusions
of public funds for both private and public institutions
will be needed. But how those funds should be chan-
neled — whether they should come from the federal or
state governments, whether they should be in the form
of institutional aid or grants and loans to students —
produce deep divisions within the academic community.
The Carnegie Commission has argued against
“lump-sum, across-the-board grants” from the federal
government. They could lead to reduced state support
and to the development of a “nationalized system” with
strict government controls, the commission says. In-
stead, it favors basing federal support to an institution
on the number of federally supported, needy students
enrolled, with the states providing the bulk of the sup-
port.
Spokesmen for some institutions of higher education
disagree. Direct federal grants to the colleges and uni-
versities, they argue, can make the difference between
the survival and collapse of many of them.
Spokesmen for many other institutions have argued
that new government support should come in two
forms: outright grants to the most needy students and
“income-contingent loans” to middle-class students.
(Under such loans, how much a student must pay back
would be determined in part by how much he earned
after graduation.)
With most support going to students, these educators
argue, both public and private institutions could raise
their tuitions to a point that would more nearly pay for
the actual cost of providing an education.
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Such a system would best preserve the diversity of
our system of higher education, says an economist
from the Brookings Institution. We need, he says, “a
shift to public support of students rather than the ex-
cessive reliance on institutionalized support that charac-
terizes current public support programs.” He goes on:
“Such a program of portable aid would free institu-
tions to develop their own conceptions of the
curriculum required to produce better people and,
more importantly, would give student-consumers a right
to choose among alternative conceptions. The govern-
ment could and should scrutinize the academic offer-
ings for which it is indirectly paying, but the nature of
such investigations would change.”
Officials at most public institutions oppose any major
shifts of aid from institutional support to support of
students. The necessary increases in tuition, they say,
would end the nation’s long-standing commitment to
low-cost higher education, and would shift the major
burden of paying for education from the society at
large to the individual student.
That shift, they say, would represent an end to the
belief that society as a whole — not just the individual
student — benefits from the higher education of its citi-
zens.
Switching from institutional support to loans and
grants “constitutes a definite shift away from public de-
cisions and responsibility for the support and control of
higher education and toward a philosophy of private
responsibility and private enterprise, with major conse-
quences,” says Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., president of
Michigan State University.
“The shift would transform the goals, values, and
conduct of the entire higher educational system,” he
says.
Decisions to be made soon in Congress and the state
legislatures probably will determine how much new
governmental aid will be forthcoming and what form
the aid will take. Alumnae and alumni concerned
about preserving the qualities of higher education could
do higher education no greater service than keeping in-
formed about the alternatives, and advising their repre-
sentatives of their preferences.
he economic crisis in higher education is, in a
sense, the cause of all the other forces moving
toward the homogenization and standardization
of our colleges and universities.
Many observers suspect that neither the movement
toward statewide systems of colleges and universities
nor the trend toward collective bargaining among the
faculty members would have gone so far if the era of
great growth had not ended. Suddenly, in the economic
depression that followed, higher education was no
longer society’s favorite place to spend money.
How, under such conditions, can colleges and uni-
versities provide diversity and individuality? Must they
sacrifice their autonomy and individuality? Or can they
find ways to live with the end of growth without giving
way to drab uniformity?
Individuality:
All the Threats
Combine
he end of an era of growth, the scarcity of new
resources, the increased competition for them,
I and the public’s changing definition of higher
education’s role in society haVe all combined to produce
a major challenge for the nation’s colleges and univer-
sities.
The task before them now is to meet the challenges
while preserving the best of the past.
It is easy to be pessimistic about the prospects.
Doom-sayers abound. Here is how some severe critics
have described current conditions on the campuses:
 “Respect for universities [faculties and
administrators] has been replaced by distrust and sur-
veillance.”
 “Informal procedures and policies based upon
mutual respect and confidence within the university
have been replaced by insistence upon due process and
by formalized codes.”
 “Collegiality based upon unity in goals has been
replaced by identification and resolution of conflict.”
Such concerns are not limited to severe critics.
Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of the University of
Notre Dame, speculates that “perhaps during that pe-
riod of rapid growth, the institutions — the academic
community — grew beyond the potential to be personal
and human.”
William C. Mclnnes, president of the University of
San Francisco, says: “People will spend their money,
contribute their money, pay their money for services
and things in which they believe. What has happened
in many cases is that people don’t believe in education
the way they used to.”
As a result, many institutions feel more threatened
than ever by the challenges before them.
One consequence has been that the conflicts between
public and private higher education have been exacer-
bated. Once the expansion of the entire higher educa-
tional system ceased, the happy state no longer pre-
vailed in which everyone was prospering. Now, one
institution’s gain may well be another’s loss. Public and
private education now often view progress for one as a
possible threat to the other.
Says a former official of a state system of higher ed-
ucation:
“The pleadings of the private segment for state finan-
cial aid are gaining ground— not nearly enough to save


them financially, but sufficient to reduce the direct level
of funding for the public institutions.”
Warns the head of a major educational association:
“I am firmly convinced that the gravest danger facing
us is the possibility of a serious division between the
public and the independent sectors of higher education.
Relatively dormant for well over a decade, as might be
expected during a period of economic expansion, signs
of divisiveness are again appearing as we move further
into the stringent ’70’s.”
The situation looks confused and troublesome.
Higher education has reached a state where it enjoys
less public confidence, has less confidence itself about
what its purposes are, and faces unprecedented compe-
tition for a place on America’s priority list.
Yet the need for new curricula, and for new educa-
tional commitments to new kinds of students, was
never greater. How can colleges respond in innovative
ways, when they must tighten their belts and curtail
their functions?
Kingman Brewster, president of Yale University, sees
this paradox: “Although all universities badly need
funds in order to experiment with new techniques of
learning and study that go beyond the library, the labo-
ratory, and the classroom, most of the ideas for mas-
sive central government support threaten to impose a
dead hand of bureaucraby, central planning, and red
tape on local initiative.”
Colleges and universities thus face major dilemmas:
 How to continue to be effective in a time when
they need major new sources of outside support; and
 How to keep their distinctiveness in an era that
requires economy and ingenuity.
Individuality:
Can We
Save St?
colleges and universities — as we have known
V them — have a future? Or are we headed for
some massive, standardized, nationalized sys-
tem of higher education? Need a new vision of higher
education — as a public utility that everyone can use —
produce an impersonal assembly line?
Put another way:
Can private colleges and universities survive in a
form worth preserving? Can public institutions avoid
the “pale, insipid sameness” that some see looming on
the horizon?
No one can be blindly optimistic. But many thought-
ful observers feel that the present critical stage poses
not only problems for higher education, but unparal-
leled opportunities. The long period of expansion, they
argue, put a premium on graduate education and re-
search, and higher education made enormous gains
quantitatively. Qualitatively, however, the improvement
may have been insignificant. On the undergraduate
level, indeed, what a student received from his institu-
tion may not have been much better than what was
provided to his predecessors in earlier generations.
^ How that the pressures for growth have eased,
B\h colleges and universities have an opportunity to
I ^1 be truly individual; to set for themselves spe-
cific, achievable goals, and to pursue them effectively.
In an era of no-growth, it is the institutions that
know what they want to be, and how they are going to
be it, that will survive and prevail.
Both public and private institutions will be among
them. Steven Muller, president of the (private) Johns
Hopkins University, notes:
“Privacy means relative independence. We have at
least the freedom to choose among alternatives, re-
stricted as that choice may be, rather than to have our
decisions dictated to us by public bodies.
“Our privacy as a university thus exists only as a
narrow margin. . . . Our task is to preserve that narrow
margin and to make the best possible use of it.”
Phillip R. Shriver of Ohio’s Miami University (state-
supported) speaks from the public-institution standpoint:
“Each university ought to be able to develop its own
personality and uniqueness. Each ought to have its own
strengths. Each ought to be encouraged to develop its
own individual programs.”
The first task, then, for every institution of higher
education — public and private — must be to develop a
firm sense of what it ought to be and how best to
achieve it.
Each institution must know, and believe in, its own
personality and uniqueness.
A foundation official says:
“The time has come to take a total look at each of
our institutions in some systematic way which relates
energy and material input to learning output, and re-
lates behavioral objectives to social needs. If we do not
strenuously undertake this task and succeed, then our
present troubles in a variety of areas will become far
worse. Indeed, I see the specter of government or even
industrial control of our colleges and universities.”
Sir Eric Ashby, a distinguished British educator who
has served as a member of America’s Carnegie Com-
mission, says:
“The gravest single problem facing American higher
education is the alarming disintegration of consensus
about purpose. It is not just that the academic commu-
nity cannot agree on technicalities of curricula, certifi-
cation, and governance; it is a fundamental doubt
about the legitimacy of universities as places insulated
from society to pursue knowledge disengaged from its
social implications.”
Ending that fundamental doubt, says Sir Eric, will
require “a reevaluation of the relation between univer-
sities and American society.”
 n short, the American people must rebuild their
I faith in the colleges and universities — and the
 colleges and universities must rebuild faith in them-
selves. In doing so, both parties to the contract can
assure the survival of both the vast system’s diversity
and the individuality of its parts.
Many colleges and universities have already begun
the necessary reassessments and redefinitions. Commis-
sions on the future have been established on scores of
campuses. Faculty members, students, administrators,
trustees, alumni, and alumnae have been enlisted to
help define their institutions’ goals for the years to
come.
Those new definitions, now emerging, recognize the
end of the era of expansion and come to terms with it.
Some institutions have chosen to remain small, some
large. Others have chosen to focus on specific missions,
e.g., ecology, health services, the arts. Still others are
moving into the preparation of teachers for the two-
year colleges that, in the years ahead, will attract many
new students to higher education. For their part, many
two-year colleges are resisting pressures to expand into
four-year institutions, electing to concentrate on provid-
ing the best possible educational opportunities to their
own non-traditional student constituencies.
Whatever the role they define for themselves, such
colleges and universities are seeking ways to make edu-
cation more individual and more rewarding.
olleges and universities still have a long way to
 go before they adjust to the financial stresses,
the changing market conditions, the demands
for reform that have beset them. Those that adjust most
effectively will be the ones that survive as distinctive,
individual institutions.
Chatham College’s President Eddy notes that our in-
stitutions, “swinging into the troublesome ’70’s from
the unusually affluent ’bO’s, resemble a middle-aged and
slightly portly man who discovers that he is panting
heavily after climbing a quick flight of stairs. He
doesn’t have yesterday’s bounce.”
“He has a choice. He can become a first-class hypo-
chondriac and, in all probability, bring on the attack
by discouragement and tension. Or he can diet, cut out
smoking, and start some consistent, sensible exercise.
He must convince himself that life is worth living — and
living to the hilt — despite an occasional long flight of
stairs.”
The end of the era of growth has opened once more
the great debate about the role of higher education (or
any education, for that matter) in the lives of individu-
als and in the health of society. The future, in many
ways, is up for grabs.
Those who care deeply about the diversity and indi-
viduality of our colleges and universities must assure
that — regardless of what they become — they preserve
their distinctive spirit in the changing future.
“There is little profit in licking our wounds or feel-
ing sorry for ourselves,” says Father Hesburgh of
Notre Dame. “We still represent the best hope for
America’s future, provided we learn from our own mis-
takes and reestablish in the days ahead what has so
often testified to the nobility of our endeavors in times
past.
“All is not lost. We are simply beginning again, as
many always must, in a world filled with ambiguities,
the greatest of which is man himself.”
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Hope in the 1980’s:
Challenge and Response
confront that crisis of convictions if she will
anchor her future in four principles.
first,
by John W. Stewart, associate dean, academic affairs
T he preceding article, “Can We Save the
Individuality of Our Colleges ?“ enumerates
some of the power forces impinging on the ivied
and graffitied walls of higher education in
the 1970’s. Those forces — decelerating enroll-
ments, public ill will and impatience, drying
up of funds, homogenization of collegiate styles
and the frantic search for purposes and
identity amid a pluralistic society — are real,
potent and relevant. They affect Hope College
much in the same way as they affect other
colleges and universities. This is not the first era
that has questioned the private college’s
right to survive. It probably will not be the last.
The authors of the article do not indicate,
however, that the forces precipitating the current,
crises in American higher education derive
their dynamics from the larger society:
alienated youth, values bereft of a heritage,
affluence that yields meaninglessness and anomie,
a leveling democratization of a culture that
exalts conformity, and a religious fervor rooted
in relativistic commitments. The whole scene
reminds one of the famed opening lines of
Dickens’ A Tale of Ttuo Cities: “It was the best
of times, it was the worst of times, it was
the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,-
it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch
of incredulity. . . ”
Because Hope is in the main stream of
undergraduate education in America today, she
cannot expect to remain untouched by the
pressures or predicaments of American society or
education. Such an admission, however, need
not consign her to an academic oblivion or
an educational limbo. To the contrary, I think
it is more accurate to suggest that the crisis
in higher education, of which the above forces are
but symptomatic, is a crisis regarding our
educational convictions. Charles Silberman,
author of the widely read book, Crisis in the
Classroom, was “right on” when he wrote that
educators “must have some convictions about
where they should go, convictions, that is to say,
about what is worth learning.” As we look
forward to the next decades, I feel Hope College
possesses the resources and imagination to
Hope College should maintain that the liberal arts
curriculum is eminently useful. In fact, Hope’s
commitment to liberal arts may be the most
practical education an undergraduate may
acquire. Recently, the Department of Labor made
the awesome prediction that the average college
graduate of the class of 1976 will change his
(or her) occupation seven times before retiring
from the job market forty years hence. And
further, at least one of these occupations is not
now in existence.
How does one organize a college curriculum to
educate a young adult for that kind of a
future? Should we train students broadly or
narrowly — for life or for jobs? Should collegiate
education be understood as the assimilation
of information, in which case mass lectures,
standardized testing, performance contracts and
a national video university would be adequate?
Or should collegiate education be understood
as the assimilation of values, reasoning skills, and
life styles? I feel the liberal arts tradition
has a sensible answer to those bewildering
alternatives. Such a tradition maintains that
education is for life, for living, and the skills
that it wants every student to possess are the
skills of critical thinking, discriminatory
evaluating, and informed appreciation. Such
skills, in my opinion, have lasting utility and
value. They are applicable in any walk of life and
substantively enhance the quality of that
life. Without them, a man or woman is relegated
to the commonplace and is liable to manipulation ;
with them, he or she can become perceptive,
constructive members of our society. They are,
in my opinion, the best educational dowry
a Hope graduate can bring to his adult life.
They are resources that will enable him or
her to cope with the future.
secondly,
Hope College must continually affirm that the
evolution of the student’s self-identity is a
primary concern. Influential commentators on
American education, such as Arthur Chickering 35
{Education and Identity), William Glassner
{The Identity Society) and 0. D. Hardison
{Toivard Freedom and Dignity), suggest that to
a much greater degree than those students
of the past, the contemporary college students
are “identity” rather than “goal” oriented.
Current students are preoccupied with questions
like “Who am I?” and “How can I become
who I am?”. Questions like “What shall I do?”
seem remote and irrelevant. In Chickering’s
phrasing, identity precedes purpose. The quest
for social competence now vies with the desire
for professional competence in the hierarchies of
the student. Or as the Pepsi-Cola Company
discovered “Twice as much for a nickle, too!”
is out; “Be sociable, drink Pepsi” is in for
this “Pepsi generation.” Self-discovery and the
yearning for involvement must now be recognized
as legitimate goals for the college student.
He or she is in quest of a living-learning
experience, not just an academic one.
Hope College, in my opinion, must honor that
quest. She must, if she is to survive, facilitate
those processes of identity development by
providing the environments and personal
encounters that enable the student to become
“whole.” Hope has attempted to do that in the
past; in the next decades, she will have to do
it better if she is to survive in the plethora
of academic institutions.
thirdly,
Hope College must insist on its commit-
ment to academic excellence if she is to
merit the respect of the American society at
large. No one has phrased this matter better
than John Gardiner:
An excellent plumber is infinitely more
admirable than an incompetent philosopher.
The society which scorns excellence in
plumbing because plumbing is a ‘humble’
activity and tolerates shoddiness in
philosophy because it is an ‘exalted’
activity will have neither good plumbing
nor good philosophy. Neither its pipes nor
its theories will hold water.
Academic excellence, in my opinion, is the
covenant that the public makes with scholars, be
they mature (i.e., the faculty) or less mature
(i.e., the students). For all its faults, our
society yet recognizes that academic excellence
is a worthy educational goal and ultimately
a highly functional one.
Such an insistence, however, implies a
programmatic dimension for Hope College; the
quest for excellence defines the scope of our30 educational mission. We should not set out to
become all things to all men. We need not,
I believe, fret over not having a doctoral program
or a dental school or a graduate program in
social work. Neither should we be unduly
anxious that we do not teach every academic
discipline. Rather, our goal should be to provide
for students only those programs that we
can manage with excellence and imagination. If
more acclaim is to come to Hope in the future,
let it come because she does a few things
very well.
finally,
Hope College must neither be embarrassed nor
reluctant to witness to the Christian faith;
that theological foundation can inform and define
the values inherent in collegiate education.
No educational enterprise, however elementary
or sophisticated, is devoid of value-inculcation.
The school child is taught the value of sharing
and the graduate student is directed to endorse
the worth of objective research. A liberal
arts college like Hope is not different. It is not a
question of whether or not to teach value
commitments; rather, it is only a question of
ivhich values are taught. And, further,
what are the sources and structures of those
values? It is on this issue that our contribution
to the future of higher education in America
depends. I feel we must affirm and endorse those
values and life styles that are generated
and sustained by the Christian faith. In the
broadest sense, it is our commitment to the
Christian world-view that invests our educational
objectives, styles and identity with direction
and purpose. Such a theological foundation,
in my opinion, provides the highest motivation
for our responsibilities in the future; it is
both the goal and the resource for our task. Far
from being incidental or peripheral to our
task, such a theological commitment, in my
opinion, is the very foundation of our institu-
tional being. After all, said late Archbishop
William Temple, the purpose of an open mind is
to close it on something.
The four convictions listed above will not alter
the tide of the forces abroad in the world
of higher education today. They do, however,
suggest how those forces may be realistically
confronted and dealt with . As a committee of
one, I do not despair about Hope’s future.
Neither do I have any paralyzing anxieties
regarding her survival. To the contrary, I am
confident she welcomes the educational challenges
of the 1980’s. I believe her anchor will hold.
Continued from page 18
David to this country to attend the
workshop.
ROBERT SCHWEGLER ’68 is an
English instructor at the U. of Cin-
cinnati. His wife, NANCY NEW-
MAN SCHWEGLER ’61 is a librar-
ian at the same university. FLOR-
ENCE SOVA FERGUSON ’68 is a
Spanish teacher in Newburgh, N. Y.
JAMES SUTHERLAND ’68 has tak-
en a new position as a reading teach-
er at the Southern Normal High
School in Brewton, Al. THOMAS
THORNE ’68 has been named assist-
ant prosecuting attorney in Kalama-
zoo, Mi.
EDWARD and LINDA TURINSKY
WAGENVELD ’68 will be moving to
Atlanta, Georgia early summer. Ed
will join the law firm of Powell, Gold-
stein, Frazer and Murphy, corporate
and commercial law. Linda has been
accepted at Emory University for a
master’s in library science. CRAIG
L. WORKMAN ’68, U. S. Air Force
Captain, was presented the Dis-
tinguished Flying Cross for aerial
achievement in Vietnam. Captain
Workman earned this medal during
his assignment at Da Nang Air Base.
He was honored in ceremonies at
Eglin AFB, Florida, where he now
serves as an F-4 weapon systems of-
ficer with a unit of the Tactical Air
Command which provides air support
for U. S. ground forces.
PHYLLIS BECK ’69 is an inven-
tory management specialist at Moun-
tain Home AFB, Idaho. Sergeant
Beck recently graduated from the
U. S. Air Force Noncommissioned Of-
ficer Leadership School at Luke AFB,
Az. CHARLES H. BIBART ’69 has
been named to the faculty of the U.
of Texas of the Permian Basin as
assistant professor of chemistry.
Since 1969, he has been associate in-
structor of chemistry at Indiana U.
He has authored several scholarly
publications presented in various sci-
entific journals. Mr. Bibart twice re-
ceived the Outstanding Chemistry
Student award as well as the A. T.
Godfrey Award in Chemistry at
Hope. BOBBI JO C APRON OWENS
’69 teaches junior and senior English
at Athens High School in Battle
Creek. She is also the yearbook ad-
visor and directs the school plays.
PATRICIA HOLCOMBE WILLS
’69 is teaching English in the Coloma
Middle School. TOM HUYER ’69 is
general accounting manager for the
Cardox Division of the Chemetron
Corporation in Dolton, 111. CAMEL-
LA KARSTEN SERUM ’69 is intern-
ing for her doctorate in clinical psy-
chology at the U. of Minnesota Mayo
Medical School. Both she and her
husband, Bob ’63 are doctoral candi-
dates at the U. of Alabama. PHIL-
LIP MAINES ’69 is presently a fifth
and sixth grade teacher with the
Grand Rapids School System.
PETER PAPLAWSKY, D.D.S. ’69
will serve a two year tour of duty
with the U. S. Public Health Service.
He has been assigned to the Indian
Health Service and will be the res-
ident dental officer in Dilkon, Az. on
the Navajo Indian Reservation. Dr.
Paplawsky and his wife CARA HEN-
DRICKSON ’69 are looking forward
to the experience and the opportunity
to travel. JULIE MORGAN POUND-
ERS ’69 is working as a physical
therapist for the U. of Alabama at
the United Cerebral Palsy Center and
the Children’s Hospital in Birming-
ham. WILLIAM WILSON ’69 par-
ticipated in the 1973 Tulip Time Or-
gan Recitals in Dimnent Chapel.
70,71
CANDACE CHAPMAN ’70 has
taken a position as youth director,
Haverhill, Mass. YMCA. CAROLINE
CHAPMAN ’70 is an insurance ad-
justor for Liberty Mutual. She is
living in Boston; her territory is up
and down the Massachusetts coast.
ANNE CLARK STEELE ’70 has ac-
cepted an elementary teaching posi-
tion in the Munroe School, Lexington,
Ma. MARY LUCKEY ’70 is a grad-
uate student at the U. of California,
Berkeley and has been advanced to
candidacy for her Ph.D. in Biochem-
istry. JULIA VANDEN BERGE ’70
has been promoted to a position of
editorial assistant in the Consumer
Markets Publications Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. KENNETH NIENHUIS ’70
participated in the 1973 Tulip Time
Organ Recitals in Dimnent Chapel.
JUNE ARMSTRONG ’71 is work-
ing at the Arizona Children’s Home
in Tucson in a residential therapy
program for emotionally disturbed
pre- adolescent boys. RUTH FOL-
KERT ’71, a teacher at Westminster
Academy in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., will
serve as a short-term missionary this
summer in France. She will play the
piano and guitar for an evangelistic
team that will travel throughout the
country. JANET HILDEBRAND ’71
is studying at the University of Frei-
burg in Germany. She received a
Fullbright Scholarship to attend this
university. JOHN TRAYLOR ’71 is
serving in the Flying Tiger Line as
an International agent on U. S.-Japan
Cultural — Business Exchange. His
duty consists of controlling the Inter-
national air traffic which extends
from Europe to Asia. He has recent-
ly taken responsibility of the prin-
ciple chair for the Chicago Conserva-
tory College Orchestra, led by its
president, eminent musician of the
United States today, Dr. Francis
D’Albert, with whom he now studies
violin. He has also performed in the
Du Page Symphony and was soloist
on several occasions last year and
earlier this year.
72
JEFFREY L. COOK ’72 is in his
first year at the U. of Pennsylvania
School of Dental Medicine. THOMAS
DE CAIR ’72 is a staff assistant in
the White House press office. He
works closely with Presidential Press
Secretary Ronald Ziegler and assists
in the writing of daily scripts for the
press. Mr. De Cair works 14 hours a
day, six days a week, eats lunch and
sometimes dinner at his desk, takes
no vacations and is on 24-hour call.
But he has no regrets and feels the
job is well worth the time involved.
CRAIG FALETTI ’72 has accepted a
management training position with
the A.R.A. Food Services Company
in the Mid-Atlantic area. He recently
returned from Washington, D. C.
where he observed food operations at
the Pentagon.
RUSSELL J. KIEFER ’72 has tak-
en a position as district manager for
Stow Davis Furniture in Worthing-
ton, O. DEBORAH NORTHROP ’72
is teaching seventh and eighth grade
art in Hastings, Mi. STEVEN POST
’72 is working in an office of the
Teacher’s Credit Union in Fort Lau-
derdale, Fla. He is also studying
mortgage and banking on the side.
JULIE SWEEPS has signed a con-
tract to teach English in Hudsonville
High School. GLENN PRIDE ’72
participated in the 1973 Tulip Time
Organ Recitals in Dimnent Chapel.
THOMAS GOUWENS ’72 partici-
pated in the 1973 Tulip Time Organ
Recitals in Dimnent Chapel.
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STEVEN J. BAKER will be at-
tending the U. of Michigan Graduate
School to study zoology. HENRY
BIERLING is lab director of the
Chemistry Department at Hope.
MARY BOS will be teaching in the
Lament Christian School in Lament,
Mi. PHILIP BOS will be attending
Kent State U. Graduate School. While
at Kent State he will be a part time
laboratory instructor under his teach-
ing assistantship. DAVID BRUG-
GERS will be studying ecology and
behavioral biology at the U. of Min-
nesota, where he has a research as-
sistantship.
STANLEY BUSMAN will be at-
tending Iowa State U. Graduate
School in the field of chemistry. JO-
NELLE CARLSON will be attending
Vanderbilt U. in Nashville, Tn. on a
University Scholarship. RONALD
DEENIK is enrolled in the Loyola
U. Dental School, also known as the 37
Chicago College of Dental Surgery.
DAVID DE VRIES will be enrolling
in Westera Seminary. DAVID DUS-
TIN will be entering the Medill
School of Journalism at Northwest-
ern University in Evanston, 111.
LA UR A EICHORN is working at
Kellogg’s of Battle Creek as a pro-
grammer-analyst. DAVID GEE RTS
is working at the Structural Concepts
Corporation in Grand Haven as an
accountant. CHARLES GOSSETT
was awarded a full fellowship in po-
litical science at Stanford U. CHRIS-
TOPHER GOUYD will be attending
graduate school at Western Michigan
U. DAVID HARMELINK is enrolled
in a graduate program in secondary
teaching at Temple University.
JANE HILL will be attending
graduate school in German at the U.
of Toronto. PATRICIA HOEKMAN
will be entering Thunderbird Grad-
uate School of International Manage-
ment of Glendale, Az. JEANNE
HOFTIEZER is working as a syn-
thetic organic research chemist at
Parke Davis in Ann Arbor. ROB-
ERT HOUGHTON has been awarded
a research assistantship in Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute — MIT
Joint Program in Marine Geology.
KATHY KANTROW was granted
a tuition scholarship to study bio-
chemistry at the U. of Chicago. ROB-
ERT KLAPTHOR will be attending
Indiana U. on a Chemistry teaching
assistantship. JEAN KLOOSTER
will be teaching in Jenison. EUNICE
KOSTER will be teaching first grade
at South Christian School in Kalama-
zoo. MARCIA LARSON was granted
a tuition and fee waiver at the U. of
Illinois, where she will study public
administration. LARRY LEVEY will
be starting work at Maes, Inc. in
Holland in a sales and marketing po-
sition. JUDY LOOKENHOUSE par-
ticipated in the 1973 Tulip Time Or-
gan Recitals in Dimnent Chapel.
DAVID PETERSEN will be enter-
ing medical school at the U. of Mich-
igan. JOCELYN PETERSON will
be attending Stanford U., where she
has a teaching assistantship. LOU-
ISE PFEIFFER will be attending U.
of Iowa to study orthoptics. GARY
PLOOSTER will be entering grad-
uate school in economics at Michigan
State U. DONALD SCHOLTEN is
enrolled in medical school at Wayne
State U. JANICE SLOT will be
teaching elementary education in the
Jenison School System. BRUCE
SMITH was awarded a university
fellowship in Classics, Florida State
U. WILMA SOUTH will be attend-
ing U. of Michigan Graduate School
in a library science program.
ROGER STRAW will be attending
Penn State U. Graduate School in
psychology with a tuition waiver.
NORMAN SWIER will be entering
Western Seminary. CAROLYN
TANK won the coveted Honors award
of the English Department for her
senior research project on novelist F.
Scott Fitzgerald. Miss Tank will be
entering Northwestern University
with a teaching assistantship in the
fall in a master’s program designed
to train teachers for community col-
leges. SARAH PENNY TAPPERT
is currently librarian at Trinity Luth-
eran Elementary School in Traverse
City, Mi. TARA TAPPERT will be
attending Wayne State Graduate
School in history.
CHARLES THARP will be attend-
ing Wayne State U. on a scholarship
in Economics. BETH VRUGGINK
will be teaching kindergarten at
Washington Elementary School in
Holland. MERLIN WHITEMAN will
be entering Indiana U. Library School
working for his M.L.S. degree.
GREGG WICKSTRA is employed
with Peat, Markwick, Mitchell & Co.,
Certified Public Accountants. MARY
WISSINK will be attending U. of
Texas Graduate School at Austin un-
der a biology teaching assistantship.
DAVID WOJTAS is working as a
counselor in the Mental Health Clinic
in Holland. JANICE WORTELBOER
will be entering U. of Wisconsin
Graduate School to study library sci-
ence. MARY ZALETA was granted
a teaching assistantship to Iowa
State U. STEVEN ZONNEBELT
was awarded a Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine Scholarship, where he
will attend medical school.
Advanced Degrees
Anne Clark ’70 Steele, M.A. Early
Childhood Education, George Peabody
College, Aug. 1972.
Anne De Velder ’67, M.F.A. Colum-
bia U., June 1972.
Darwin Evers ’63, M.A. Teaching
of Biology, Central Michigan U.,
Aug. 1972.
Lloyd Helder ’66, M.D., U. of Mich-
igan, June 1970.
Tom Huyer ’69, M.B.A., Loyola U.,
Feb. 1973.
Donald Page ’70, M.A. Communi-
cations, Arts and Sciences, Western
Michigan U., April 1973.
Merwyn Scholten ’63, M.A. Jour-
nalism, U. of Iowa, Feb. 1973.
Edward S. Small ’62, Ph.D. Film
Communication Theory, U. of Iowa,
July 1972.
Lester Van Allsburg ’66, M.A. Ger-
man Studies, Stanford U., Sept. 1972.
James Van Hoeven ’54, Ph.D. Re-
ligion, Vanderbilt U., March 1973.
Edward Wagenveld ’70, J.D., U. of
Michigan Law School, April 1973.
Thomas Ewart ’64, Ph.D. Econom-
ics, Purdue U., Aug. 1972
Stanley Yin ’57, Ph.D. Higher Ed-
ucation, Syracuse U., May 1973.
Sharon Pierce ’68 Patrick, M.A.
Reading, William Paterson College,
Wayne, N. J., May, 1973.
David Waanders ’62, Ph.D. Pastor-
al Counseling, Princeton, May 1973.
Peter Paplawsky ’69, D.D.S., U. of
Michigan, May 1973.
Joseph Favale ’68, M.Div., New
Brunswick Seminary, May 1973.
Ronald E. Van Auken ’70, M.Div.,
New Brunswick Seminary, May 1973.
Andrew Atwood ’70, M.Div., West-
ern Seminary, May 1973.
John Debrecini ’70, M.Div., West-
ern Seminary, May 1973.
David Dethmers ’70, M.Div., West-
ern Seminary, May 1973.
Kenneth Eriks ’69, M.Div., Western
Seminary, May 1973.
Robert Faulman ’69, M.C.E., West-
ern Seminary, May 1973.
J. Robert Flier ’69, M.Div., West-
era Seminary, May 1973.
Harvey Heneveld ’69, M.Div., West-
ern Seminary, May 1973.
Erwin Johnson, Jr. ’69, M.Div.,
Western Seminary, May 1973.
Mark Volkers ’70, M.Div., Western
Seminary, May 1973.
Stanley J. Yonker ’70, M.Div.,
Western Seminary, May 1973.
Births
David L. ’67 and Karen Anderson,
Sarah Grace, Oct. 3, 1972, Evanston,
111.
A1 and Abla Antar ’63 Bahret,
Adam Philip, Mar. 1, 1973, New
York, N. Y.
William and Mary Leestma ’66 Bie-
gel, Heather Alise, Mar. 14, 1973,
Orange, Ca.
Henry ’65 and Jean Brown, Julie
Lyn, Feb. 19, 1973, Alexandria, Va. i
Dirck ’65 and Marielle Courthial
’64 De Velder, Sabrina, Feb. 2, 1973,
Paris, France.
David ’64 and Alverna Hovingh ’66
De Visser, adopted Mark David, Feb.
1, 1973, Detroit.
Norman and Marcia Muyskens ’63
Edwards, Cary Ann, Feb. 5, 1973,
Sewickley, Pa.
Gary and Florence Sova ’68 Fer-
guson, Susan Ann, July 21, 1972,
Newburgh, N. Y.
Donald and Kathleen Leseman ’65
Grosso, Jill Meredith, Nov. 9, 1972,
Hartford, Ct.
Lloyd J. ’66 and Cindy Helder,
Timothy John, Sept. 1, 1972, Ann
Arbor.
Edward T. and Margaret de Velder
’63 Hougen, Edward Thomas IV, July
20, 1972, Athol, Ma.
Tom ’69 and Diane Kinsey Huyer,
Jamie Lynn, Oct. 21, 1972, Dolton, 111.
Gary and Carol Yonkers ’55 Jacob-
son, Michael Clifford, Dec. 18, 1972,
Phoenix, Az.
Harry and Phyllis Anderson ’66
Jones, Rebecca Lynn, Nov. 23, 1972,
Oak Forest, 111.
Lewis and Nancy Schadewald ’64
Kain, Ian Michael, Dec. 12, 1972,
Montville, N. J.
Robert ’61 and Gail Grotenhuis ’65
Klaasen, Kevin Robert, Jan. 17, 1973,
Holland.
Robert ’63 and Mary Klebe, Robert
Kevin, Nov. 29, 1972, Glens Falls,
N. Y.
David ’62 and Beulah Kampen ’63
Maris, Michelle Yvonne, Mar. 30,
1973, Flushing, N. Y.
Roger ’64 and Donna Miller, Wil-
liam Roger, Oct. 23, 1972, Biloxi, Ms.
A1 ’64 and Jane Woodby ’63 Osman,
Erin Willoughby, July 27, 1972, Hol-
land.
Charles ’67 and Pat Postma, Kevin
Todd, Mar. 7, 1973, Muncie, Ind.
Pierre and Gretchen Steffens ’66
Robert, Ann-Elisabeth, Jan. 31, 1973,
Holland.
James and Harriet Finlay ’66 Roy-
er, Robert Vaughn, Feb. 25, 1973,
Colorado Springs, Co.
James ’61 and Mary Rozeboom,
Danielle Mary, Dec. 30, 1972, Ann-
ville, Ky.
Allyn and Susan MacPhee ’67
Schnee, Corie Ann, Nov. 19, 1972,
Denver, Co.
Dale ’59 and Arlene Cizek ’61
Schoon, Leslie Diane, Ap. 29, 1971,
Merrillville, Ind.
James ’65 and Marilyn Hoffman ’66
Serum, Carrie Jean, Feb. 11, 1973,
Ithaca, N. Y.
Richard and Barbara Alhart ’67
Simon, Elizabeth Yael, Mar. 15, 1973,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Harvey and Betty Smith ’65 Ter
Haar, Todd Henry, Mar. 10, 1973,
Grand Rapids.
Lester ’66 and Carol Marnie ’67
Van Allsburg, Christopher Mark,
May 6, 1972, Grand Haven.
Wally ’61 and Adina Yonan ’61
Van Buren, adopted Erik William,
Feb. 28, 1973, Oak Park, II.
Bruce ’63 and Louise Vanden
Bosch, Christopher Bruce, Jan. 3,
1973, Benton Harbor.
Marlin and Judy Mulder ’59 Van-
der Wilt, Michael Anthony, Mar. 23,
1973, Holland.
Stephen ’67 and Anne Cobb ’67
Wessling, Melissa Susan, Feb. 7,
1973, Fremont.
David ’67 and Helen Wilkin, Re-
becca, Feb. 14, 1972, Wooster, Oh.
Dean and Marsha Hendricks ’67
Woodward, Kelly Marie, Feb. 27,
1973, Denver.
Kenneth ’67 and Sally Cook ’69
Zuithoff, Mark Wilfred, Jan. 21, 1973,
Williamson, N. Y.
John ’64 and Lenora Vanden Berg
’64 Koelbel, Niki, Aug. 2, 1972, Arlee,
Mt.
Roy ’66 and Ellen Osterhaven ’67
Anker, Elizabeth Susan, Feb. 27,
1973, Okemos.
Dan and Barbara Granberg ’67
Joldersma, Dirk Bernard, Dec. 9,
1972, Ann Arbor.
Roy and Linda Hepburn ’63 Buck-
ner, Brian Roy, Mar. 15, 1973, Col-
umbus, Oh.
Marriages
Roy C. Cobb, Jr. and Joan Dell Vis-
scher ’65, Jan. 6, 1973, Holland.
Mark F. Johnson ’68 and Devota
Taylor, Mar. 5, 1973, Raleigh, N. C.
Calvin Meeusen and Marilyn Yzen-
baard ’69, Dec. 16, 1972, Kalamazoo.
Steven Ronda ’72 and Leslye Her-
chenroder ’72, Aug. 19, 1972, Alta-
mont, N. Y.
Don W. Steele and Anne Clark ’70,
Aug. 3, 1972, Amesbury, Ma.
James Sutherland ’68 and Judi,
July 8, 1972, Houghton, N. Y.
Richard Ulrich and Lauren Noet-
zel ’67, Jan. 20,- 1973, Riverdale, II.
Jerry Cole ’72 and Susan Dubois,
May 4, 1973, Holland.
Jack L. Doorlag ’71 and Mary Ann
Veldhof, May 18, 1973, Holland.
Craig Hoffman and Jan Luben ’71,
May 12, 1973, Virgin Islands.
Robert Dale Hoffman ’73 and Sal-
ly Ann Ver Beek, May 18, 1973, Hol-
land.
Craig Neckers ’71 and Joan Hen-
dricks ’74, Aug. 26, 1972, Grand Rap-
ids.
Jack Pounders and Julie Morgan
’69, April 7, 1973, Ringgold, Ga.
In Memoriam
DR. WILLIAM SCHRIER, asso-
ciated with Hope College since 1939,
died Mar. 20, 1973 in Holland Hos-
pital after an illness of several
months. Born in the Netherlands in
1900, he came to Kalamazoo in 1903
and became a naturalized citizen in
1913. He attended Kalamazoo College
and the U. of Michigan, distinguish-
ing himself as an orator and debater
for four consecutive years. In 1924
he was winner of the U. of Michigan
Oratorical Contest by unanimous vote
of five judges.
He took graduate work at the U.
of Michigan, obtaining an M.A. de-
gree in 1931 and a Ph.D. degree in
1945. He was an instructor at St.
Louis U., U. of Colorado and the U.
of North Dakota before coming to
Hope as chairman of the Speech De-
partment in 1939.
During his career at Hope, Dr.
Schrier had the distinction of pro-
ducing more oratory winners than
any other college in the region, some
becoming national winners. He was
also associated with the Michigan
Speech Association, the Central State
Speech Association, was a member of
the honorary forensic society Pi Kap-
pa Delta with a degree of special dis-
tinction, Delta Sigma Rho, and held
emeritus membership in the Speech
Association of America.
He was the author of many articles
and published three books, “Mr. Ger-
rit J. Diekema, Orator” in 1950,
“Winning Hope College Orations” in
1966 and “Contest Oratory” in 1971.
Known as “Mr. Oratory of Michigan”
he retired from active coaching ora-
tory and extemporaneous speaking in
1967 but continued with the Depart-
ment of Speech at Hope for a longer
period. He was a member of Hope
Church and the Holland Rotary Club.
Mr. Schrier is survived by his wife,
the former Ada Meyers; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Sally Japinga ’53 of Van-
couver, British Columbia, Canada;
and three grandchildren, Richard,
William and Kathy.
Editorial Holland Sentinel, March
22, 1973
DR. WILLIAM SCHRIER
Some men touch the lives of others
with the noise of action, others with
the quietness that is almost a per-
sonal touch. “Bill” Schrier did the
latter.
He taught young men and women
to write a great speech and then to
deliver it with dignity and persua-
sion. He insisted that what they
wrote be honed until it gave the right
message for he didn’t separate the
message from the oratory.
In every speech there was always
the moral persuasion, the realization
that man lived under the gaze of
eternity. It was a part of his own
commitment to the Christian faith.
With the passing of Dr. Schrier, we 39
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understand a bit better what it means
for a teacher to influence a life.
Teaching is done in the quietness of
the classroom, in the one to one dis-
cussions. And to have the experience
of having a teacher whose life mir-
rors his teaching is to know some-
thing of greatness. Dr. Schrier sought
to be such a teacher.
Dr. Schrier was a man who took
seriously his personal relationship to
his God. And this relationship gave
strength and meaning to his life.
The Schrier family has established
a William Schrier Memorial Fund for
the Communication Department.
^ ------
EMMA REEVERTS, retired Hope
College dean, died at her home in
Holland on Mar. 27, 1973. Born in
Belmond, la., she graduated from
Hope in 1920 and received her M.A.
from the U. of Michigan in 1935. In
1924 she became instructor of English
and later, principal of Annville In-
stitute, Annville, Ky. In 1929 she
joined the faculty of Berea College,
Berea, Ky., where she taught English
for 17 years. In 1946 she was ap-
pointed associate professor of Eng-
lish at Hope and the following year
became dean of women, a post she
held until her retirement in 1963.
Following her retirement at Hope,
she returned to Berea, teaching part-
time until 1968. She then returned to
Berea each fall to conduct faculty
tours. She served as vice president
of the Michigan Association of Wo-
men Deans and Counselors in 1954-
56 and as president from 1956-58.
She was a member of Third Re-
formed Church.
Surviving Miss Reeverts are two
sisters, Clara E. Reeverts T9, with
whom she lived, and Mrs. Edna Ad-
ams ’25 of East Lansing; a brother,
Louis J. ’25 of Goldsboro, N. C.; a
nephew, James L. Adams of East
Lansing, and a niece, Mrs. Mary Jane
Dykema ’56 of Spring Lake.
JAMES BUYS, Class of 1957, died
Feb. 21, 1973 at the age of 37 in
Borgess Hospital in Kalamazoo. He
received his BS from George Wil-
liams College in Chicago in 1958 and
his master’s degree in social work
from Case Western Reserve in Cleve-
land in 1965. Mr. Buys was employed
by the YMCA of Cleveland and Lima,
Ohio before moving to Kalamazoo.
He was executive director of the
Community Welfare Council of Lima.
At the time of his death he was sec-
retary-treasurer of Glen W. Ryn-
brandt Co. and vice president of Kal-
amazoo Heating and Air Condition-
ing Association, also a member of the
Kalamazoo Executive Club. Survi-
vors include his wife, the former Kay
Rynbrandt ’57, two children, Gerald
and Mary; his parents, Adrian ’27
and Frieda Buys of Holland, a sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Pattison of Mt. Pleasant.
GERRIT DE KONING, SR. ’28
died November 4, 1972 in St. Peters-
burg, Fla. Mr. DeKoning was a re-
tired investment vice president for
the General Electric Company in New
York. He is survived by his wife,
Beryl; a son, Gerrit J. ’64 of Sul-
phen, La., two daughters, Mrs. San-
dra Sawyer ’62 of St. Petersburg, and
Mrs. Beverly Wesp of Rutherford,
N. J.; two sisters, Mrs. Hermina
Freyling and Mrs. Margie Roethers,
five grandchildren and one great
grandchild.
LENA KEPPEL DUVEN ’02 died
at her home in Zeeland on April 21,
1973 at the age of 97. She taught
school in Drenthe before graduation
from Hope and after graduation she
taught in the Zeeland Elementary
School until her marriage. The Du-
vens moved to Zeeland in 1957 from
Orange City, la., after serving Re-
formed churches in North and South
Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa
and Michigan. Surviving Mrs. Duven
in addition to her husband, Matt ’04
are a sister, Mrs. Allie Moerdyk, Zee-
land.
REV. RENSA DYKSTRA ’25 of
Doon, la. was killed in a two-car col-
lision in northwestern Iowa on Feb.
19, 1973. His daughter, Dorothy Dyk-
stra Abma was also killed in the ac-
cident. Rev. Dykstra was a retired
Reformed Church minister, and for-
merly served churches in Michigan,
South Dakota and Iowa. Survivors
include, his wife, Sarah; four daugh-
ters and two sons, Henry graduated
from Hope in 1961 and is currently
president of Trendway Corp. of Hol-
land.
HENRY O. HOSPERS T6 passed
away April 5, 1973 at his home in
Boonville, N. Y. He served in the
Reformed Church for 52 years. The
pastorates he served included Utica,
Alexandria Bay and West Leyden,
New York, which he served at the
time of his death. He is survived by
two daughters, Margaret Doorenbos
’56 of Oman, S. E. Arabia, and Mary
Kopp ’56 of Scotia, N. Y.; and two
grandsons.
DR. J. PAUL KLEIN ’34 passed
away Feb. 16, 1973 at Gerber Mem-
orial Hospital in Fremont following
a lingering illness. He was a prom-
inent physician and surgeon in Fre-
mont for over 25 years. He was a
veteran of World War II, serving as
a captain in the 27th Evacuation
Hospital of the U. of Illinois in North
Africa, Italy, France and Germany.
He was a member of many medical
societies and a past president of the
Newaygo County Medical Society and
formerly Chief of Staff at Gerber
Memorial Hospital. Dr. Klein is sur-
vived by his wife, Joan Walvoord ’34
Klein, two daughters, Mrs. Mary
Kansfield ’64 of Holland, Miss Susan
at home; one son, Robert P. ’69 of
Grand Rapids; one brother, Henry
Klein of Oracutt, Ca., and one sister,
Mrs. Edward Fisher of Orange City,
la.
CLARISSA GUNNEMAN KOL-
LEN ’38 died Jan. 24, 1973 in Bor-
gess Hospital in Kalamazoo following
a lingering illness. Surviving Mrs.
Kollen are her husband, Myron ’36,
two sons, Robert of Detroit and Ron-
ald of Vicksburg; three daughters,
Mrs. Judy Portinga ’64 of Marshall,
Mrs. Kathy Gruizenga ’68, and Miss
Carol Kollen at home; five grand-
children; two brothers, Lester Gun-
neman ’20P of Bradenton, Fla. and
Earl Gunneman of Hamilton; one sis-
ter, Mrs. Florence Koops of Braden-
ton, Fla.
WILLARD KRAMER ’56 died
Mar. 13, 1973 in Bronson Hospital in
Kalamazoo. He was an officer of the
Clausing Corporation and previously
was with the public accounting firm
of Ernst & Ernst. He became a Cer-
tified Public Accountant in 1961. Mr.
Kramer is survived by his wife, Joan
of Holland; three sons, John, James,
and David, at home; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Kramer of Holland.
CHESTER KUIPER, Class of
1935, died in Holland Hospital on
Jan. 31, 1973. At the time of his
death he was resident manager of
Buys, MacGregor and Co. He was a
member of Third Reformed Church
and of the Holland Rotary Club. Sur-
viving are his wife, Alma Cook '33
Kuiper; two daughters, Mrs. Mary
De Witt ’63 and Mrs. Ruth Husted,
and a son, Paul A., all of Holland and
12 grandchildren.
KENNETH C. MOOK ’28 died
Feb. 10, 1973 in Boynton Beach, Fla.
He was a resident of the Boynton
Beach area for the past 15 years com-
ing from Rochester, N. Y. where he
was the president of Mook Music Co.,
Inc. He was the manager of Delray
Music and Appliance Center, Inc. in
Delray Beach, Fla. prior to his death.
Mr. Mook is survived by his wife,
Leone, three sons, Kent of Briarcliff
Manor, N. Y., Thomas of Delray
Beach, and Bruce of Boynton Beach;
three brothers and one sister.
LESTER SCHERPENISSE, Class
of 1933, passed away Jan. 21, 1973
in Butterworth Hospital in Grand
Rapids. He was connected with the
shipping department of Oliver Ma-
chinery Company in Grand Rapids
for many years. Mr. Scherpenisse is
survived by his wife, Angeline; his
children, Melvin of Royal Oak, Gor-
don of Grand Haven, Mary Scher-
penisse ’65 Waterloo of Ann Arbor,
Edith, Donald and Robert all of
Grand Rapids; two granddaughters,
Sheri and Kristi Waterloo; three
brothers including Isaac Sherpenisse
’23 of Hudson ville; and five sisters.
MAURICE VER DU IN ’21 died
Aug. 20, 1972 at the age of 73. He
retired July 1, 1972 after 48 years in
the ministry. His last church was in
Canoga Park, N. Y. and he then
moved to Waddington, N. Y. to re-
tire. Mr. Ver Duin is survived by his
wife Louise.
LEONA KLOOTE ’22 TEPASKE
passed away Dec. 17, 1972 in Butter-
worth Hospital in Grand Rapids.
Surviving Mrs. TePaske are her hus-
band, Leo ’23; two sons, John J. of
Durham, N. C., Robert L. of Chicago;
two granddaughters, Susan and Mari-
anne; one brother, George Kloote ’29
of Grand Rapids; two sisters, Mrs.
Mayme Muilenberg ’19, of Claremont,
Ca., Mrs. Jennie Vanden Berg of
Grand Rapids.
REV. DONALD WADE ’30 died
Dec. 30, 1972 at Riverside Hospital in
Montville, N. J. Mr. Wade retired
from active ministry in 1965. He was
former pastor of the Montville Re-
formed Church and also former chap-
lain of the Montville Township Fire
Department and the Montville Town-
ship American Legion Post. Mr.
Wade is survived by his wife, Hetty;
and two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Murray
of Boonton, N. J. and Mrs. Lillian
Ambler of Highland Park, N. J.
Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
The Hope College Alumni Maga-
zine, Winter 1973, contained the obit-
uary of Dr. Henry Poppen. In the
interest of historical accuracy allow
me to point out a few discrepancies
in details of the trial of Dr. Poppen
by the Communists in 1951. The trial
did not occur in the “main city
square, but on the playing field of
Talmage College, a Middle School
sponsored by the Amoy Mission of
the Reformed Church in America, in
Changchow, Fukien, China. The fol-
lowing day, March 1, 1951, he and his
wife Dorothy, together with Dr. and
Mrs. R. Hofstra, Rev. and Mrs. E. W.
Koeppe, Rev. and Mrs. Frank Bal-
chin, members of the London Mission
at Changchow, and my wife and my-
self were deported. There was no
motor road from Changchow to Swa-
tow at that time. We went by bus to
a small fishing village on the coast
about 40 miles south of Changchow,
and then by motor launch about 100
miles to Swatow, a 24 hour journey.
There was a strong north monsoon
wind blowing and the waves were
mountain high. On our arrival at
Swatow Dr. Poppen was separated
from the rest of us to a prison and
locked up in a small cell in solitary
confinement. My wife and Mrs. Pop-
pen were permitted to send a meal to
him once a day from the hotel where
we were confined in hotel arrest. We
had no communication with him ex-
cept that every morning the women
sent some distinctive article from our
scant supplies to reassure Mr. Poppen
of our presence. On the fifth day the
food was returned and news filtered
in that he had been sent by ship to
Hongkong. We had expected to be
sent to Canton overland, as all others
had experienced previously. To our
surprise, that evening we were or-
dered to pack up and were placed
aboard a vessel for Hongkong where
we were met at the wharf by Dr.
Poppen.
I offer this without the imputation
of the slightest intention to misrepre-
sent. Inaccuracies in reporting are
not infrequent. I have several times
been interviewed by newspaper re-
porters. Not once did the account
that appeared in the paper corres-
pond accurately to the interview I
had with the reporter.
It seemed to me that a notation to
the effect of the above corrections
might be placed in your files and thus
obviate discrepancies by future his-
torians who might consult your files.
With kindest personal regards, and
prayers for the continued faithful-
ness of Hope College to her tradi-
tions, I am
Hopeite ’14 H. M. Veenschoten
Academe
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He has co-authored numerous pa-
pers with his students and has pre-
sented them to meetings of the Inter-
national Botanical Congress, Amer-
ican Institute of Biological Sciences
and the Michigan Academy. He has
also conducted individual seminars in
plant development and structure at
the University of Michigan, Bowling
Green University and Ohio State
University.
His civic activities include teaching
the high school Sunday school class
at Calvary Reformed Church and
participation in the Holland invita-
tional volleyball league and city soft-
ball league. His hobbies include tax-
idermy and upland game hunting.
Dr. Ervin and his wife Julie have
two sons, Brad, 6 and Garrett, 2.
In the tradition of awardees, Dr.
Ervin was introduced to the alumni
at the Alumni Dinner on May 12 and
addressed the guests briefly.
BAKER SCHOLARS 1973
Ten members of the junior and
senior classes have been designated
George F. Baker Scholars.
The Baker Scholarship program is
one of thirty-three such programs es-
tablished by the George F. Baker
Trust in college and universities
across the nation. Hope is the only
Michigan institution so designated.
The program is intended to provide
further opportunities for students of
unusual promise to obtain a liberal
education, leading to management
roles in business and industry. The
special concern of the Baker Trust
has been development of potential
leaders in American business life.
New Baker Scholar designates are
Kurt Avery, Schenectady, N.Y. ; Dan-
iel Boote, Hull, Iowa; Gordon Callam,
Dearborn Heights; Philip Ceeley, Jr.,
Royal Oak; Lee W. Currie, Youngs-
ville, N. Y.; Elizabeth French, Ban-
gor; Allen Heneveld, Jr., Alto; Lester
Hill, Flemington, N. J.; Kurt Pugh,
Grand Junction; and Patrick Welch,
Livonia.
May Queen 1973
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CLASS OF 1923
ROW 1: Ruth Broekema, Ruth Pellegrom, Marguerite Schmalfeld Den Herder, Ruth Anne Scherpenisse, Nita Caldwell
Van Koevering, Helen De Jonge, Jean Hoffman Neckers, Ethel Leenhouts Bloemendall, Janet Bouma Baker, Midge De
Young Zoerner, Frances Mills Vanden Bosch, Mrs. T. De Vi'ies, Mrs. Zwemer, Mrs. Borgman. ROW 2: Bert Broiver,
Jen'iy De Vries, Delia De Vries, Mrs. Timmer, Mrs. Van Zanten, Mrs. Rottschafer, James W. Neckers, Henrietta Althuis,
Irvin Borgman, Mrs. Lowsma, Thomas De Vries, Raymond Zwemer. ROW 3: Pres. Van Wylen, Mrs. Van Wylen, Isaac
Scherpenisse, Albert Timmer, Charles Van Zanten, William Rottschafer, Willard Bloemendal, Helen Moser Nadhemy,
Henry Lowsma, John Elba's, Bill Zoerner.
CLASS OF 1928
ROW 1 : Bertha Boot, Gelmer Boven, Marian Boven, Betty e Brink, J. Russell Brink, Lester J. Kuyper, Clai'issa E. Yager,
Dorothy Damson, Carl W. Damson, Delia Van Eenenaam, Gene Damstra, Theresa Damstra. ROW 2: Theodore Boot,
Harold J. Huyser, Evelyn Acterhof Huyser, Frank Moser, Vera Moser, Helen Kuyper, Herman Kruizenga, Dorothy
Krunzenga, John Mulder, Phil Van Ha/rtesveldt, Velda Blair Van Hartesveldt, Mabel Moeke Smith, Adlyn Bosnian.
ROW 3: Joyce Klaasen Crookshank, Alice Van Hatten Jones, Madge Rooks Doty, Agnes Tysse, Geraldine Walvoord,42 Grace Dalman, Laverne Dalman, Lee Kleis, Ruth Kleis, Ray Smith, Ivan A. Bosnian.
CLASS OF 1933
ROW 1: Myra van Leuwen, Helen Walvoord, Joyce De Jonge, Mildred Damson, Marian Zwemer. ROW 2: Evelyn
W estervelt, Nella De Haan Mulder, Louise Decker, Evelyn Wierda Monroe, Lucille Maring, Ruth Slighter, Arloa Van
Peursem Tysse, Katherine De Jongh Fi'undt, Lois Kieft, Maryann Serier, Mary Fairbanks, Gertrude Jalving Kamme-
raad, Helen Sprietsma Wolf. ROW 3: Marjorie Wiegerink, Edith Cunnagin Ensfield, Preston J. Maring, Rudolph
Frundt, W. Howard Kieft, Les Serier, Harold Fairbanks, Jim Zwemer. ROW U : Gerrit Wiegerink, Bill Ensfield, Ches-
ter Slighter, Folkert Dykstra, John Muilenburg, Ed Damson. ROW 5: Carl Walvoord, June Marsilje, Mark De Jonge,
Adrian Kammeraad. ROW 6: Irving Decker, John L. W estervelt, Herb Marsilje, James W. Tysse, Bruce van Leuwen.
CLASS OF 1938
ROW 1: Wayne Woodby, Ma/t'ian Bocks Woodby, Theresa Ruster Reenders, Gerald Reenders, Lydia De Vries de Maagd,
Dottie Lincoln Karl, June Cook Westveer, Willard Westveer, Martha Morgan Thomas 'UO, Iris Prins. ROW 2: Paul
Holleman, Mrs. Holleman, Alma Nyland Gabbard, Lois Tysse Strom, Kathy im Boon Whiting, Ruth Van Anrooy Wallick,
Barbara Dampen, Molly Vollink, Lorry Hadden, Don Thomas, A. James Prins. ROW 3: Wendell Gabbard, John Golds,
Thelma Leenhouts, Jack Leenhouts, Julia Klinge Bouws, Henrietta Bast Bonnette, G. E. Bonnette, Noi'm Timmer, Andy
Vollink, Mayo Hadden, Jr.
CLASS OF 1943
ROW 1: Barbara Folnesbee Timmer, Mimi Moncada Knooihuizen, Florence Van Eenenaam, Mildred Timmer Van Oosten-
burg, Mary Lou Hemmes Koop ’46, Virginia Weenink. ROW 2: Norm Timmer '38, Del Knooihuizen 'U2, P. R. Van Een-
enaam, Gordon Van Oostenburg '46, Harvey Koop, Allan Weenink.
CLASS OF 1948
ROW 1: Mrs. Vernon Kraai, Mrs. Robert Van Zanten, Mrs. Kenneth Weller, Mrs. Lloyd Bobeldyk, Marian Ter Borg
Toren, Gloria Diehl McCasky, Pat Macomber Drake, Joan Ponstein, Kay Steketee MacKenzie, Marcella Westerman Gil-
man, Clarice Workman Emig, Millie V ermaire Hoogerhyde, Lois Van Wyk Wildman, Ruth Hanneling Mirre, Jack
French, Marjorie Lucking French. ROW 2: Charles E. Holland, Lucille Yonkman Holland, Ken Weller, H. Lloyd Bobel-
dyk, George Toren, Lillian Sikkema Woodyaat, Ruth Quant Vis, Lambert J. Ponstein, Lois Jalving, Given Kraay, Ruth
dipping Rewerts, Beatrice Van Perniis, Dave Hoogerhyde, Robert Wildman, Shirley Helmink, Cec Hebnink. ROW 8: Bud
Van Eck, Bea Van Heest Van Eck, Tom Van Dahm, Lois Van Dahm '50, Russell Cloetingh, John Woodyaat, Eugene Vis,
Marvin Jalving, Russell Kraay, Ray Rewerts, Elton Van Pemis, Carol Hermance Kennedy, Pauline Stegenga Breen,
Eleanor Hopkins, Ruth Koop Yeomans, Betty Visscher Rycenga. ROW 3: Robert Van Zanten, Veim Kraai, Gordon Van
Wylen, Mrs. Van Wylen, Bob Boelkins, Inge Boelkins, Betty Vander Woude, Con Vander Woude, Dorothy Boot Barense,
William Barense '50, Walt Kennedy, Peter J. Breen '49, Clarence R. Hoqkins, Jack Yeomans, Ted Rycenga.
ROW 1 • David De Vries, Delores Decker, Verlaine Brown, Nancy De Vries, Jean Smith, Cathie Christie Nichol, Louise
Me Dowell De Witte, Roy De Witte, Joanne Bolema. ROW 2: Jack H. Hascup, Carl Brown, Connie Fei-guson KUmsen,
Don Klaasen, Marcia Thompson, Norman Thompson, R'eva Miller, Lois Opt Holt Workman, Nella Pyle Burton Robert
Burton, Barbara Moessner, Bob Bolema. ROW 3: Gerald Decker, Phil Van Eyl, Miriam Van Eyl, Kathleen Keinpers
Fuder, Shirley Hungerink Piersma, Helen Gill Blackstock, Kathleen Rush VanDen Brink, Paul L. VanDen Brink, Jean-
ette Kruiswyk Campbell, Hugh M. Campbell ’51. ROW 4: Robert Albers, Rose Marie Tardiff Albers, Phyllis V anxlw
Schaaf Good, George Good, Verne Fuder, Don Piersma, Bill Blackstock, Marjorie Dykema Visscher, Robert Visscher,
Don Lubbers.
ROW 1: Dommy Hilmert, Jane MacEachron Me Landless, Mary De Jong, G. Edward De Jong, Ed Vartder Kooy,
Jocelyn Fryling Bussies, Donald Bussies, Aileen McGoldrick Redeker, Bill Redeker. ROW 2: Roger Winkels, Pat Parker
Kennedy, Sheryl Yntema Tusch, Jane Gouwens Harrington, Phil Toppen, Mary Toppen, Alyce Doele, Mary Burggraaff
Vander Kooy, Janice Blunt Van Faasen, Paul Van Faasen, Sharon Hackman Vinstra. ROW 3: Jim Hilmert, Vern
Zuverink, Ruth Borr, Roger Borr, Carol Zomer, Bill Zomer, Henry J. Doele, Kenneth Woltman, Ray Vinstra. Present,
but missing from photo: Mr. and Mrs. Cal Langejans.
CLASS OF 1963
ROW 1: Al Osman, Jane Woodby Osman, Linda Kloosterhouse Vinstra, Kenneth Vinstra, Gus Querio, Junia Dalman
Querio, Sharon Cady Blom, Patty De Jong Brink, Bruce Brink, Carol Rattray Wanat, Richard L. Wanat, Shirley Hoover
Rumming er, David E. Ramming er. ROW 2: Phyllis Yeager Hoekman, Lynne Adams Dear, Chuck Prins, Nomn Tellier,
Bill Byrne, Heidi Heideman Byrne, Martie Tucker Bultman, Jim Bultman, Lomia Ver Meer Schrier, Mike Schrier, Judy
De Witt Aardema, Ruth Kremer De Vries. ROW 8: Milton Nieuwsma, Marilee Nieuwsma, Wayne Saxsma, Lynne Sax-
sma, Margaret Becher, Charles Becher, Bob Gordon, David Brower, Sue Brower, David Kleis, Diane Washburn Kleis,
Barbara Kemme, John A. Blom. ROW : David Steenbergen, Lucille Steenbergen, Jeff Christensen, Kathy Christensen,
Darwin Evers, Nancy Evers, Larry Teitsma, Anne Teitsma, Linda Schaap, Jim Schaap, Mary Jane V under Hill, Jim
Vander Hill, Curtis A. Jacobs.
CLASS OF l 968
ROW 1: Phyllis Gaiwelink, Pat Mills, Pam V andei' Weele, Ba/i‘b Lubbers, Dave Lubbers, Mary Jane Duitsma, Dave Duit-
sma. ROW 2: Bill Mills, Rae Larrabee Connolly , Linda Schreiber Dirkse, Nancy Graham Hamngsma, Norma Butter-
worth McKittrick, James McKittrick, Jane Owen, Kathy Kollen Graizenga, Chcurlotte Buis Fylstra. ROW 3: William
5: 1H°°dstra> Barbara Klaasen Peterson, Barbara Paliatsos, Mike Paliatsos, Rick Appleton, David Schut, Lora Blank,
Sid Disbrow, Marilyn Disbrow. ROW U: Stephen Vander Weele, Stephen J. Weiden, Morris L. Peterson ’67 Clint Blood,
Larry Walters, Graydon Blank, Joseph De Kock, Margaret Bosker.
Village Square 1973
Mrs. John Schrier and Mrs. Gordon
Boelens are shown holding the map
of the booths at the 1972 Village
Square.
Mrs. Boelens, 1973 Village Square
Chairman, is planning for the 17th
annual Village Square which will be
held on FRIDAY, JULY 20 in Hol-
land, Michigan, on Hope’s campus.
Two new booths are being planned
this year: a Fabric Booth and an
Objets d’Art booth. The Objets d’Art
will feature paintings, sculpture, de-
coupage, candles, sun-catchers, mac-
rame, jewelry, plus other donations
such as books, records, etc. All of the
objects at this booth will be donated
by alumni, friends of Hope, and Hope
students.
Everything in the Hope -Geneva
Bookstore will be for sale along with
some special added items just for the
Square.
The Don Battjes Puppets will be
performing shows as usual, and chil-
dren’s movies will also be shown in
the Cultural Center.
The Auction will be held outside
the Cultural Center. And all of your
favorite booths from other years will
be well-stocked again.
Food will be available throughout
the day and a Chicken Bar B-Q will
be served during the dinner hours.
All of the day’s proceeds are used
for dormitory furnishings on Hope’s
campus.
The “Stage Trunk”
THE STAGE TRUNK
Donald Battjes, Jr. ’68 announced
the opening of “The Stage Trunk” a
new and unique experience for Grand
Rapids Area theatre-goers. “The
Stage Trunk” is the area’s first din-
ner-theatre. The entertainment takes
place in a tent-theatre with the din-
ner plans originating in the Ed Mey-
ers Restaurant’ gourmet kitchen.
The project had a pre-opening run
May 1 through 12 with the new mu-
sical revue of Cole Porter’s works.
The cast is made up of many well
known names in Grand Rapids The-
atre. They are also planning Satur-
day matinees for children complete
with “Charlie Brown” lunch bags and
entertainment by the Donald Battjes
Puppets and the Grand Rapids Young
People’s Civic Theatre.
VanderWerf Portrait
Former President Calvin A. Van-
derWerf was honored on May 3 when
his presidential portrait, commissioned
by the Board of Trustees, was un-
veiled at ceremonies in the theatre of
DeWitt Student and Cultural Center.
Painted by John S. Coppin of Sara-
sota, Florida, the portrait will hang
in the Presidents Room of Graves
Hall. Coppin painted also the por-
traits of former president Irwin J.
Lubbers, Wynand Wichers and Ed-
ward D. Dimnent. Dr. VanderWerf
was the eighth president of Hope,
1963-1970. He is presently dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Florida, Gainesville.
Joins Staff of
Foundation for
Christian Living
A clergyman who has been a min-
ister of a Spanish-American church
in New Mexico, an Army chaplain in
Korea and a teacher in Hong Kong
has joined the staff of the Founda-
tion for Christian Living in Pawling,
New York, as its director of minis-
tries.
Rev. Gordon De Free ’52, is work-
ing as a deputy to Col. Oliver E. Por-
ter, assistant executive director. De
Free has special responsibility for 47
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correspondence, prayer and guidance,
institutional services and the distri-
bution of sermons and prayers on
tape.
It was noted that De Free “brings
a wealth of training and experience
to the Foundation,” which dissemin-
ates the sermons and writings of Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale and inspira-
tional messages by others to nearly
600,000 people in 120 countries. The
Foundation conducts a prayer fellow-
ship that responds to special requests
for prayers and provides literature
for institutions. It also sponsors an
annual Good Friday World Wide 24-
hour Prayer Partnership.
A graduate of Western Theological
Seminary, De Free also has a mas-
ter’s degree in administration from
Columbia University. He is a native
of Zeeland, Michigan.
For the last 17 years he has cov-
ered a wide area of service, ranging
from helping to revitalize a small
church in the Jemez mountains of
New Mexico to serving as principal
of a secondary school in Hong Kong.
As an Army chaplain, De Free was
assigned to an isolated area of South
Korea where he refurbished two bat-
talion chapels to stimulate an inter-
est in worship and encouraged a
group of servicemen to express con-
cern for the Korean people by adopt-
ing a local elementary school.
From the chaplaincy he went to
New Mexico, where after organizing
Anglo and Spanish youth for special
projects, he worked with college-age
students at a Presbyterian church in
Albuquerque.
From 1959 to 1962, De Free was
supervisor of a servicemen’s center
in Hong Kong where he coordinated
the staff and counseled Naval person-
nel. He acted as a chaplain at North-
western College in Orange City, Iowa,
and then entered six months of train-
ing for new service in Hong Kong,
where he remained for eight years.
Once back in Hong Kong, De Free
joined the staff of Kung Lee high
school as vice principal. There he
counseled Chinese students while also
teaching Biblical knowledge classes in
the British school system. In 1969 he
began two years as principal of Kung
Lee to groom the Chinese staff to
assume leadership of the school.
To prepare himself for a smooth
transition back to American life, he
taught English, speech and black and
Oriental literature in high school
classes for Americans at the Hong
Kong International School.
De Free and his wife, Gladis, and
their four children returned to the
United States last year. They re-
cently moved into an old farmhouse
on Quaker Hill in Pawling.
Werner Heine Loan Fund
Prof. Werner Heine of the German Department, Prof. M. Harold Mikle of
the Communication faculty, and Duffield Wade, who managed the Hope Geneva
bookstore since 195 A were honored by the Hope trustees and faculty at a
luncheon on May 3 upon their retiring from the Hope staff. President Van
Wylen presented each with a certificate of appreciation.
With the help of some of Mr.
Heine’s former students, Hope Col-
lege has established the “Werner
Heine Loan Fund for Foreign Stu-
dents.” The announcement of the
Fund was made at the International
Relations Club meeting on April 19,
1973. The idea behind the Fund is
described by a recent Hope graduate
who wrote: “Mr. Heine has always
been genuinely concerned about the
problems that foreign students en-
counter and he has always had some
good advice for them. Mrs. Heine is
one of the most generous and under-
standing persons I have ever met.
She certainly improved the lot of
many students at Hope College. I
think the Werner Heine Fund is an
extremely meaningful way of thank-
ing her, too.”
According to Dr. Paul Fried, direc-
tor of International Education,
“There is a real need for such a fund
which can assist students from abroad
meet occasional emergencies since
they have much greater difficulty in
securing other types of loans which
are available to American students.”
This fund is a real tribute to Prof.
Heine upon his retirement. Alumni
who wish to contribute may do so by
sending a check to Hope College-Wer-
ner Heine Loan Fund.
Sportsmanship Award
While a senior, Richard Smith of
St. Louis, Mo. was presented the 1973
Allen B. Stowe sportsmanship award
by Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association tennis coaches. The award
is presented each year on the basis of
tennis ability, academic achievement,
character and sportsmanship.
Smith was a four year letterman in
tennis. An English major, he was re-
cently elected to the Hope College
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. He is
also a member of Lambda Iota Tau,
national honor society for undergrad-
uate students with a major interest
in literature, and Sigma Delta Pi, na-
tional Spanish honorary society.
Smith hopes to attend graduate
school next fall. This summer he will
teach tennis for the city of Holland
recreation program.
Showing in London
Associate Professor of Art Delbert
Michel's painting “Narnia,” an acryl-
ic on canvas, is one of the works
being included in a two-man public
showing at the Upper Street Gallery
in London, England. Mr. Michel is
currently on leave from Hope and is
a visiting artist/lecturer at the Ports-
mouth College of Art and Design.
Professor Michel, who works main-
ly in acrylics, has exhibited his paint-
ings and drawings in national com-
petitive shows in eighteen different
states and has been awarded prizes
in the Butler Institute of American
Art, the Mississippi National Paint-
ing Show, and National Water Color
Exhibition, and the Michigan Paint-
ers and Print Makers Exposition.
Mr. Michel writes that they are
enjoying the “English way of life,”
and hiking the footpaths of the beau-
tiful southdowns and absorbing the
artistic and cultural life of this most
civilized country.
Dykstra Named George Mason President
Vergil H. Dykstra '49 was named
president of George Mason Univer-
sity in Fairfax, Virginia on April 3,
effective July 1. John C. Wood, rector
of George Mason’s Board of Visitors,
announced the selection of Dr. Dyk-
stra climaxed two years of searching
for a new president. He also stated
“we have found a man in Vergil Dyk-
stra whose academic credentials are
impeccable and whose administrative
experience uniquely qualifies him to
accept the responsibilities of leader-
ship for a young and rapidly develop-
ing university.” George Mason is the
only four-year college in populous
northern Virginia. It has an enroll-
ment of 4,125, including 466 graduate
students. A university master plan
predicts an enrollment of 15,000 by
1985.
A professor of philosophy, Dr. Dyk-
stra has been teaching at the State
University of New York at Bingham-
ton since 1969. He served as the uni-
versity’s vice president for adminis-
tration from 1965-1969; one year as
dean for administration and two
years as the associate dean of Harpur
College. Harpur was designated a
university center in 1965 and given
the name of State University of New
York-Binghamton.
Before going to Harpur in 1962,
Dykstra was a post doctoral fellow in
college administration at the Univer-
sity of Michigan. He had formerly
been a member of the Department of
Philosophy at the University of Or-
egon and spent a year as visiting pro-
fessor in philosophy, University of
Wisconsin 1956-57, where he received
his Ph.D. in 1953. His first teaching
assignment was instructor in philos-
ophy, University of Cincinnati, 1953-
1954.
After his seven-year involvement
with administration, Dykstra re-
signed his post to go back to full-
time teaching in SUNY-Binghamton,
Department of Philosophy. He has
held several faculty posts including
election by the faculty to a three-year
term as a senator in the State Uni-
versity of New York Faculty Senate.
Dr. Dykstra is currently working
on a book, which he expects to com-
plete soon, on higher education.
Among his publications are included,
“The Place of Reason in Ethics,” Re-
view of Metaphysics (1955) ; “Guilt
by Association,” Ethical Studies
(1956) ; Philosophers and Presupposi-
tions,” Mind (1961).
A native of Harrison, South Dako-
ta, Dr. Dykstra and his wife, Shirley
Leslie ’49, have four children: Leslie,
a junior at Hope College and editor
of the 1972 and the 1973 Milestones,
Lynne 18, Craig 14, and Kevin 10.
Shirley, a sometime artist, has
taught high school mathematics and
is currently the executive director of
the Suicide Prevention and Crisis
Call Center in Binghamton. The Cen-
ter is sponsored by the Broome Coun-
ty Mental Health Association.
Spring Sports Summary
by Tom Renner
Hope finished runnerup to Calvin
in MIAA track competition this spring
and was fifth in both the baseball and
tennis standings.
The Dutchmen were 4-2 in MIAA
dual meet competition and 5-2 overall.
Two all-time Hope track records
were established during the season.
Junior Bruce Groendyk of Grand
Rapids set a new shot put record with
a throw of 48' Vz" bettering the four-
year-old mark of 46'3" by Mike
Brown. Senior Chet Evers of South
Holland, 111. improved his own Hope
record in the triple jump leaping 44'
3^4", easily surpassing the old mark
of 43' 11 Vo".
Hope’s only individual winner on
MIAA Field Day was senior Greg
Daniels of Muskegon in the mile run
with a clocking of 4:24.2.
Three Hope performers were named
to the all-MIAA track team — Daniels,
freshman Stu Scholl of Montague and
senior Chris Gouyd of Ridgewood,
N. J.
In tennis the Dutchmen ended with
a 2-4 MIAA and 3-4 overall record.
Senior Richard Smith of St. Louis,
Mo., was selected the winner of the
Allen B. Stowe sportsmanship award
in a vote of MIAA tennis coaches.
The award is presented each year on
the basis of tennis ability, academic
achievement, character and sports-
manship.
Hope ended with a disappointing
5-20 overall and 4-8 MIAA record in
baseball. Junior shortstop Bob Lamer
of Zeeland was the only Hope player
named to the all-MIAA baseball team.
Hope ended fifth in the MIAA all-
sports race. Kalamazoo College won
the honor for the second straight year
collecting 72 all-sports points followed
by Albion with 69, Alma 61, Calvin
59, Hope 54, Olivet 53 and Adrian 31.
Hope’s sport-by-sport finish in the
1972-73 was as follows: football,
third; soccer, first; cross country, sec-
ond; golf, sixth; basketball, tied for
fifth; wrestling, fifth; tennis, fifth;
track, second; and baseball, tied for
fifth. 49
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Meet the President Programs Report
Albuquerque alumni who attended
the Meet the President luncheon Feb-
ruary 17, 1973. Left to right: Dr.
Bert Kemper s '2U, President Van Wy-
len, Catherine Beakm 'who will enter
Hope in August, Gordon Albers 'U2,
Keith Brower ’58, Elizabeth Ooster-
hof Brower ’60, Penny Adams Mur-
phy ’62, Vernon Meerdink ’1+2, Har-
riet Heneveld Kempers ’27, Robei'ta
Brookman Looman ’60, Gary Looman
’60, Marian Stryker ’31. (Spouses and
parents stepped aside)
Upon invitations from alumni in
various centers of Hope population,
some with standing organizations,
several without, fifteen areas con-
vened alumni to meet President and
Mrs. Gordon Van Wylen. Through
these meetings the Van Wylens met
649 Hope alumni in their first year
on campus.
San Diego
Bill ’36 and Bee '39 Welmers
planned four California programs in
August 1972. Henry and Ernestine
Klerekoper ’30 Beukema invited the
46 alumni in San Diego to their home
to Meet the President and First Lady
of Hope. Thirty-three (Bill Welmers
challenges a higher percentage of at-
tendance at any Hope meeting, in
fact 39 had planned to come but
emergencies intervened for 6) attend-
ed the dinner meeting on August 7,
1972.
Los Angeles
Dr. ’46 and Mrs. Richard Wierenga
in La Habra Heights entertained 57
of the Los Angeles area at a chicken
dinner prepared by Mrs. Wierenga,
her parents and sisters on August 8.
There was a “fantastic cake from a
Dutch bakery, about 18 x 30 inches,
to greet the Van Wylens,” Bill said.
He also said, “Without any notice-
able exception, everyone was enthusi-
astic about Gordon’s concepts of what
Hope is and what Hope ought to be.
He pulled no punches, but he punches
with such love!”
Santa Barbara
Thirteen Hope people gathered in
the home of W. Rolan ’51 and Dot
Birdwell in Santa Barbara for a de-
lightful dinner and evening on Aug-
ust 5 for the Van Wylens.
Claremont
On the afternoon of August 8 the
Hope community at Pilgrim Place re-
tirement community in Claremont
convened for punch and cookies.
Their classes ranged from 1914 to
1920. Present were Dr. Clarence Hol-
leman ’14, Janet. Oltman ’14, Evelyn
Oltman ’14, Sara Zwemer Winter ’16,
Rev. James ’20 and Mayme ’19 Muil-
enburg, Rev. Gerrit ’18 and Mrs.
Tiirimer, Dr. Peter Cooper ’20, and
Mrs. Florence Vennema Lichte,
daughter of the late President Ven-
nema.
Chicago
Chicago alumni were invited to a
luncheon in Field Museum on Novem-
ber 11. Bill ’27 and Hazel ’30 Bon-
nema with LeRoy ’54 and Sally ’52
Nattress made the arrangements.
Sixty- two attended the luncheon
which preceded the Hope-University
of Illinois Circle football game in
Soldiers Field (many more attended
the game) .
San Francisco
San Francisco area Hope men and
women were convened by Gordon ’57
and Mary Lou ’57 Hondorp; Peter ’27
and Henrietta ’27 Van Es, and Janice
Evert ’57 on January 15, 1973. Twen-
ty-seven attended the evening get-to-
gether in the Church of the Chimes
in San Jose.
Phoenix and Albuquerque
Letters of invitation from Gretchen
’60 and Andre Felix ’65; Willard ’65
and Everly Rens of Tempe, Arizona;
and from Vernon ’42 and Maiy Meer-
dink of Albuquerque, took the Pres-
ident to the southwest in February.
Gretchen and Andy, Willard and
Everly planned a happy evening in
the Desert Haven Community Church
in Tempe on February 16. Alumni,
parents, friends, and prospective stu-
dents of the Phoenix area who came
numbered 42.
Seventeen responded to the invita-
tion extended by Vernon ’42 and
Mary Meerdink and Gordon ’42 and
Elizabeth Albers for a luncheon at
the Bonanza Sirloin Pit in Albuquer-
que on February 17.
Florida
Three meetings were planned in
Florida: Clearwater, Orlando and Ft.
Lauderdale in early March.
Ann and Phil Fredrickson, both ’50,
called the west coast Florida alumni,
friends, parents, and prospective stu-
dents together on March 7 in the
Community Reformed Church, Clear-
water. Fifty came for a delightful
evening with Dr. and Mrs. Van Wy-
len.
Richard and Anita Mann ’54 Deck-
er opened their home to 23 enthusi-
astic Hope people the evening of
March 8 to meet the Van Wylens.
Willard and Martha Gabbard ’25
Bicknell convened 40 of the east coast
men and women of Hope for a Meet-
the President and First Lady dinner
at Williamson’s Restaurant on March
9. James Ver Meulen ’26 chaired the
program there.
Albany-Schenectady
Ronald ’60 and Harriet ’60 Stock-
hoff made the arrangements for a
dinner meeting in the Albany-Sche-
nectady area on April 13. Lisha’s
Kill Reformed Church women pre-
pared an extra special dinner for 70
enthusiastic Hopeites. Don Sager ’40
presided over the program including
good music by Myron ’50 and Alicia
’51 Hermance.
New England
Thom ’64 and Ellen ’65 Wombwell
entertained the New England alumni
in their apartment in Cambridge,
Mass, for a potluck supper on April
14. Thirty arrived with varied dishes
to make a delicious meal. The casual
program in a comfortable setting en-
couraged good give-and-take between
the alumni and President Van Wylen.
Grand Rapids
One hundred convened in Central
Reformed Church, Grand Rapids, the
evening of April 27. Gene ’51 and
Dolores ’51 Campbell made the ar-
rangements for a pleasant evening
for alumni, parents, friends to Meet
the President and First Lady of Hope.
Washington, D. C.
The scheduled meeting of the
Washington, D. C. Alumni Club was
held on April 28 at the home of John
’58 and Edie Heins. The potluck has
become a tradition for this Club.
Forty -five, including Hope’s three
Washington Semester students, came
out to rap with the President. Wes
Michaelson ’67 conducted the meeting.
Warren Kane ’57 was elected pres-
ident; Evalyn Carter ’60 was elected
vice president.
Cleveland
The Cleveland, Ohio Club planned
the annual meeting for March 13 in
the Church of the Covenant. Pres-
ident Van Wylen was not able to be
in Cleveland on that date. Dr. Renze
Hoeksema ’48, professor of political
science at Hope, represented the cam-
pus and spoke to the 30 who attended
the dinner. Grace Yeomans Visscher
’17 presided over the meeting. Don-
ald Rynbrandt ’62 was elected pres-
ident, Daniel Kershner ’68, vice pres-
ident, and Phyllis DeFouw ’58 was re-
elected secretary-treasurer.
Tribute toDeGraaf
ii
Professor-Emeritus of English Clar-
ence De Graaf retired in 1972 after
44 years on campus. The English De-
partment wanted to plant a fine spe-
cimen of Dr. De Graaf’s favorite
“Dutch” maple (Acer platanoides
schwedleri), in tribute to him last
year, but a fine specimen was hard to
locate. One was found during the
year and was planted near Dimnent
Chapel and Van Raalte Hall on April
27, 1973. In the picture left to right,
Drs. Charles Huttar, Henry ten Hoor
and Joan Mueller of the English De-
partment look on as Dr. De Graaf (in
the hat) plants the tree.
Theatre Honors Three
The Hope College Theatre Depart-
ment paid special tribute to Metta J.
Ross, pioneer organizer of theatre at
the College, and to Jack and Richard
De Witt, whose gift to the college
made possible the De Witt Student
and Cultural Center. The ceremony
took place on March 10 before the
final* performance of Cyrano.
George Ralph, chairman of the de-
partment, presented life-time passes
to the Hope theatre to Miss Ross and
to the De Witts and their wives. Jack
and Marlies De Witt received the
presentations for both of the De Witt
couples, since the Richard De Witts
were unable to be in town for the
occasion. Ralph also announced that
a plaque commemorating Miss Ross’
service to Hope College would be
placed in the theatre section of the
De Witt Center, and presented her
with a copy of the inscription which
will appear on the plaque.
The inscription will read: “Metta
J. Ross — Professor of English and
history at Hope College 1926-1960 —
founder of Palette and Masque, first
theatre organization at Hope College,
1939 — distinguished by her dedication
to teaching, international relations,
culture and the arts.”
Attending a dinner honoring Miss
Ross were close friends and former
students of hers, including Mrs.
Bruce Van Leuwen, Prof. Renze
Hoeksema, Miss Janet Mulder, and
Miss Ruby Calvert. Miss Calvert,
presently residing in Lansing, was
formerly teacher of English and
drama at Holland High School.
Also attending were former and
present guest artists of the college
theatre program, including Burr Till-
strom, composers Jose Ferrer, George
Forrest and Robert Wright, chore-
ographer Rich Rahn, and actor-sing-
ers James Anthony, Pam McHardy,
and Bill Beidler; members of the
theatre faculty; Hope College The-
atre alumni; and senior theatre ma-
jors. Following the dinner the guests
were invited to the Cyrano perform-
ance in the De Witt Center main
theatre.
In making the presentations, Ralph
commented that the evening’s special
guests of honor represented the two
essential ingredients for a perform-
ing arts program, a tradition of in-
terest in the arts and facilities to
house them. He also related some of
the highlights of Miss Ross’ career,
including her founding of the Inter-
national Relations Club as well as the
Palette and Masque organization, her
concern for the status of women in
society, her broad interests reflected
in the diversified subjects she has
taught, her varied hobbies and active
outdoor life and the special concern
she was noted for showing for her
students.
Miss Ross thanked the members of
the theatre department and dinner
guests for the honor shown her, and
spoke briefly about the early days of
theatre at Hope College. She recalled
that the first official annual budget
for drama was ten dollars. She was
proud, Miss Ross said, of the remark-
able progress which had been made
in the theatre program at the col-
lege, and referred to the Cyrano pro-
duction under the direction of guest
artist Jose Ferrer as a “miracle.”
* Cyrano was held over for two more
performances for capacity audiences.
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Fall Dedication for Peale Science Center
The dedication of the Center, scheduled for completion late in
the summer, will coincide with Homecoming, October 26, 27, 28.
Besides the traditional Homecoming events, there will be a
series of seminars given by outstanding scientists. The new
$4 million Center will house the Departments of Biology,
Chemistry, Geology, Psychology.
1973 Village Square, Friday,
July 20, Mrs. Gordon Boelens, Chairman
